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Grad preserves
buffalo home

On the sixth day of Kwanzaa..

ite was rounding up buffalo
on horseback.
On top of having fun, Steger
made important contacts and
learned many valuable skills.
"It's a great life experience,"
By Adam Shapiro
REPORTER
Steger said. "The things you
Waking up to dozens of hefty, learn — you can't experience
hairy — not to mention dan- them any other way."
"When you first find out
gerously horny — beasts
is not something one nor- about SC A, italmost sounds too
mally experiences during a good to be true," said Malinda
Lovic, a campus recruitment
summer internship.
But for 27-year-old Jason representative for SCA. "And
Steger, seeing herds of buf- then you look into it and you
falo beyond his window realize it really is that great."
Lovic
speaks
in the morning
"I would
from experience,
was a common
done two
occurrence.
challenge having
internships with
Before graduanyone
SCA before acceptating from the
ing a position at
University
in
to
look
their headquarters
August, Steger participated in a sum- through our in New Hampshire.
Not only do SCA
mer internship
database
internships help
with the Student
and try
students advance
Conservat ion
in their careers,
Association, the
to find
but they can also
nation's largest and
something change students'
oldest provider of
nature-oriented
that doesn't lives, Lovic said.
The SCA's motto
service opportuniinterest
is, "changing lives
ties for youth.
through service
SCA offers stuthem."
to nature."
dents thousands
"SCA has set
MALINDA LOVIC.
of expense-paid,
my life on a difSCA
RECRUITER
tuition-free internferent course in
ships and voluna good way," said
teer opportunities
that last anywhere from three Lovic, who never imagined
months to a year. Students she would end up working
can apply for positions in with a conservation group,
over 50 disciplines and in a having majored in textiles at
variety of locations all across Cornell University.
Students don't have to be
America, including many
pursuing a career in naturenational parks.
Steger spent three months related areas in order to apply
at
Theodore
Roosevelt for an internship, Lovic said.
National Park located in the While some positions require
badlands of North Dakota. course work in specific fields,
While there, he worked with many do not.
"SCA has an incredibly
a resource management team
to eradicate exotic plants broad range of opportunities
that were encroaching on the for students," Lovic said. "I
would challenge anyone to
native species.
Pulling up plants, how- look through our database
ever, wasn't the only task and try to find something that
doesn't interest them."
Steger had.
SCA's database of available
"I ended up doing a lot more
than I thought 1 was going internships can be found on
to do," Steger said. "It was their Web site (www.thesca.
org). Students can sort through
pretty incredible."
Among his many activities at
the park, Steger said his favorINTERNSHIP, PAGE 2

Nature-oriented
opportunities enrich
summer experience

Festivities include
food, festivities and
history of holiday
By Dave Herrera
REPORTER

More than 350 students, faculty and community mem
bers filled the Union Grand
Ballroom yesterday for the 9th
annual Kwanzaa Celebration
— a night that included music,
food, dancing and a Traveling
history museum.
The event was sponsored by
the Center for Multicultural and
Academic Initiatives and is the
University's biggest dedicated to
Kwanzaa. the African-American
holiday created in 1966 by Dr.
Maulana Ron Karenga which
begins Dec. 26. The Celebration
is designed to try to pack
Kwanzaa's traditional seven days
of festivities into one night.
"What we focus on here is
on Kuumba |the sixth day of
Kwanzaa), and ... the activities that are celebrated," said
Sheila Brown, associate director
forCMAI.
"Rather than going with
quantity, this year we tried to go
with quality."
But the mood was also somber, featuring a tribute to Dr.
Djisovi Eason, a BGSU professor of Afhcana Studies who died
suddenly earlier this semester
and had a major role planning
the event in the past.
"It was he and his wife. Dr.
Lillian Ashcraft-Eason, who
started the campus-wide
Kwanzaa celebration here
about nine years ago," Brown
said. The presentation "really
outlines what was important to
him, which was children and
peace and love," she said.
But the event was primarily a
cultural program, a fact not lost
on many students who went.
For some of them, this was
their first direct experience
with Kwanzaa and they hoped
to take advantage of it.
"I'm just here to broaden my
horizon," said Timothy Hall, a
freshman. "I'm trying to get
to know exactly what ir is and
what it's celebrating."
Napoleon Bradford, a graduate student and executive
director of Project Excellence,
said part of the significance of
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CELEBRATE: (top) Mother and son Rhonda and Javien Crittendon
and Davina Ellens look at pictures of Klu Klux Klan lynchings. (left)
Violinist Shameka Craig plays a song and (right) The Eccentricity
Dance Team dances on-stage at the Kwanzaa Celebration.

the holiday was being able to
give thanks to the leadership of
prominent blacks of years past,
including Dr. Martin Luther
King )r., slave revolt leader Nat
Turner and Malcolm X.
In his libation, or drink
offering, early in the evening.
Bradford said that "we will
continue to ... remember and
honor our ancestors, and the
legacy they left, for as long as
the sun shines and the water
flows."
For Ion Moorehead, a graduate student, Kwanzaa represents a "time of reflection ... on
the previous year, land] looking
forward to the upcoming year."

But Moorehead also saw benefit in the evening's opportunity
to showcase a "celebration of
African-American traditions" to
the student body.
"It gives the University as a
whole a chance to celebrate
something that's probably outside of their Christmas traditions," he said.
Sitting next to him. Randy
Wimbley, junior, said he was
pleasantly surprised at the student response.
"The)' pulled a very diverse
crowd ... and that's very impressive," Wimbley said. "It's realty
nice to see that"
Wimbley also hoped to use the

evening as a cultural introduction. "This gives me a chance to
realty see what this holiday is really
about... for the Afrkun-Anierican
people,''he said.
lanell Blanks, who shared MC
duties along with her cousin,
NUdta Robinson Scott, said she
only became Involved at Brown's
urging, but seeing the culture up
close quickly made it worthwhile.
"For me, this event is an eye
opener," Blanks said. "It truly is a
celebration and I'm so glad to be
a pan of it."
One of the main attractions
this year was the Sankofa African
KWANZAA, PAGE 2

Iran plane crash kills 84 passengers Winter months host
Pilot is forced to make
emergency landing
after engine trouble
ByAkAkbarDareini
TWBSXWtDPRES

TF1LRAN, Iran—A military plane
loaded with Iranian journalists
crashed into a 10-story apartment building yesterday as the
pilot attempted an emergency
landing after developing engine
trouble. At least 115 people died,
the Tehran police chief said.
Witnesses initially said the C130 hit the top of the building.
But officials, including Police
Chief Mortaza Talaei, said one
wing of the transport plane hit
the second floor as the fuselage crashed to ground, gouging out a huge crater and causing a fire that spread through
the structure.
Everyone on the plane — 84
passengers and a crew of 10—
was killed. Most were Iranian

a variety of holidays

radio and television journalists heading to cover military
maneuvers in southern Iran.
Twenty-one people in the
apartment building also died,
and 90 were injured. Tehran
state radio said. Only nine of
the injured were hospitalized
late yesterday, Talaei said on
Iranian television.
The C-130, a four-engine
turboprop, crashed in the
Azari suburb of Tehran, site of
the Towhid apartment complex that, is home to air force
personnel and near Tehran's
Mehrabad airport
Before firefighters extinguished the blaze, flames roared
from the roof and windows
in several of the upper floors.
Panicked residents fled the
building. Police held back a
crowd of thousands, many of
them screaming and weeping
that they had to find friends or

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

CRASH,PAGE 2

Hindu principles
similar to other
popular religions
By Meghan Durbak
RtPCSTER

ACCIDENT: Rescue workers and policemen carry a body covered by a
blanket, killed after an Iranian military transport plane crashed.

THURSMY

When Senior Shantha Das was
little, she heard all about Santa
Claus from her classmates. She
celebrated Christmas at school
and received gifts from her parents on Dec. 25, but she was not
a Christian.
Growing up Indian in
Painesville, Ohio, people had
little, if any, exposure to Das'
religion of 1 linduism. When Das
and her twin sister, Sandhya.
were in second grade, their
mother came to school to
teach their classmates about
Hinduism. Their mother held
up pictures of the gods and
spoke about the gods of luck.

SATURDAY

Mostly
Cloudy

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM

RELIGION. PAGE 2

SUNDAY

Partly
Cloudy

High: 24*
Low:16-

prosperity and education.
"I linduism has the same basic
principles as everyone else. It's
not evil. Be good to other people, respect the animals and the
earth," Das said.
Das said a lot of people
thought their religion was weird
because it wasn't monotheistic.
Some thought it to be evil or
devil worship.
And while her classmates celebrated the birthday of lesus
Christ, Das' smother wanted
them to learn about her own
religious holidays, such as
Diwali. known as the festival
of lights, Diwali is a five-day
holiday celebrated around
Christmas time. This year
Diwali began on Nov. 1.
Across India. Hindus light
rows of clay jars filled with oil

High: 31"
Low: 23"
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Snow High: 38'
Showers Low: 2(V
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Students stay true to many holiday traditions
RELIGION. FROM PAGE 1

in their homes. People clean
and decorate their homes to
celebrate good's triumph
over evil.
And in Ohio. Shantha Das
and hi'i [amity remove their
shoes as they enter their house
and make their way to the
"puja room" — a place of worship and prayer. The room is
filled with garlands of flowers
adorning statues of the gods
and pictures of deceased loved
ones. Carrying candles, Das
and her family circle the idols,
chanting and praying as the
incense hums.
Later, like many other
Hindus, the Das family will
share a vegetarian meal and
the elders will pass out blessed
lood called "prasatham." All the
while, their lamps are burning brighdy to symbolize the
destruction of negative forces.
While Das' family comes
from the south of India,
Hirender Anand, a University
sophomore, comes from the
north in Bombay. Unlike 80
percent of Indians, Anand follows Sikhism.
Based on the teachings of
10 men called "gurus" and a
sacred text called the Guru
Granth Sahib, Sikhs believe in
one god.
According to Anand, Sikhism
emphasizes equality of all people. Major holidays in Sikhism
revolve around the births and
deathsofthe 10 gurus as well as
their new year, called Baisakhi.
Anand said Sikh holidays are
celebrated just like any other
holidays would he around
the world.

"Some people spend time
with family, some go to church,
and some people drink more
than they normally would,"
he said.
The biggest Sikh celebration
commemorates the birth of
the last guru. I:or this celebration, many Sikhs will wake up
around 4 a.m. and join a procession to the temple.
They will sing hymns, pray
and visit family members. They
will eat sweets and watch fireworks. Afterwards, they will
meet at the "langar," or community kitchen. There they will
all sit on the floor and eat. The
food is completely vegetarian
and none of it is to be wasted.
As his religion teaches,
Anand believes that all religions
can lead to God. That's why
he says that he participates in
several non-Sikh holidays,
like Christmas.
Sikh means to learn and that
is what I've made the purpose
of my life," Anand said. "I think
learning is the way to get closer
to God. And whatever religion
you may be, it is your duty to
learn and get closer to that God
or force you believe in."
The line between celebrating a Christian holiday and
believing in another religion is
not as clear for Buddhist Seuss
khanthabouth.
Out of respect for his family,
he practices Buddhism, yet he
still believes in one god and
considers himself a Christian.
"I'm mentally pulled by two
different types of religion,"
Khanthabouth said.
While he believes in
Christianity, he adheres to the
Buddhist traditions he was

"(Phi Mae] is really sacred because we
really want to forget the past... bad health
and look to the future."
SEUSS KHANTHABOUTH, BUDDHIST

raised with in Thailand, such
as his celebration of Phi Mae
— the New Year.
Every New Year — the most
sacred Buddhist holiday — his
parents and friends tie blessed
white yam around his wrist.
The yam is meant to protect
him from bad energy.
In Thailand and Laos.
Buddhist monks would walk
around the country side giving blessings and prayers. The
people bring them plates of
food and money to support the
monks'way of life.
Here in Bowling Green, the
Khanthabouth family invites a
monk from the Detroit monastery to their home to share in
the traditions and pray for the
family.
"(Phi Mael is really sacred
because we really want to
forget the past, want to forget the sickness, bad health
and look to the future,"
Khanthabouth said.
During Phi Mae, family and
friends will dance to traditional
Thai music, a style known as
Morlum, which has similarities
to country music in the United
States. Morlum is now played
with more upbeat instruments
that appeal to both the younger
and older crowds.
However, there are still many
young Asians that lose sight of
their heritage and get caught
up in American pop culture,
Khanthabouth said.

"If I lose that side of my
tradition and become more
American, who am 1?" he said.
As a Muslim, Salim Rlwazani
does keep many of his traditions alive with his children. An
associate professor for theVCTtech department, Elwazani left
his homeland of Palestine over
20 years ago.
A follower of Islam, Elwazani
grew up just 45 miles north of
Jerusalem. On the edge of the
city there was a small town, half
of whom were Christian.
During major Christian holidays like Christmas and Easter,
Elwazani's father would take
him and his siblings to visit with
and celebrate those holidays
with their Christian friends.
While Christmas and Easter
are non-Muslim holidays,
Elwazani's family wanted to
recognize them because of
the links between Islam and
Christianity.
"I do not celebrate Christmas
personally, but I recognize it
and reciprocate the feeling
with others," he said.
The Palestinian Christians
reciprocated the sentiment for
important Muslim holidays
as well.
One such Muslim holiday is
Eid al-Fitr, which follows the
month-long fast, Ramadan.
Abstaining from food, water
and sex during the daytime
for Ramadan allows Muslims
to reflect on their behavior

Traveling museum makes stop for Kwanzaa
KWANZAA. FROM PAGE 1

American Museum on Wheels, a
traveling exhibit of artifacts from
black culture, including baseball's
Negro league, maps of the slave
trade and a number of inventions
created by blacks.
"We need to know our history
and culture, and that's the first
thing Kwanzaa helps us to know,"
said Angela Jennings, the curator
of the museum. "If you don't know
the history you cannot celebrate
Kwanzaa."
She said that she has been told
that even her concise history lesson had "done more than a semester of lectures." and during breaks.
the exhibits were certainly one of
the most [x>pular places to be.
Still, the loss of Eason on
Sept. 21. hung heavy over the
ceremonies.
Tlie video tribute remember-

ing Eason featured clips of htm
teaching, dancing and drumming with his Drum Circle for
Worid Peace. Brown then joined
Harmony & Soul, a student vocal
group that was featured several
times during the evening, for a
version of lames Taylor's song
"You Got a Friend."
"Dr. Eason was a good friend
to many people," Brown said. "I
felt a special need to pay tribute
tonight in song ... he touched so
many lives because he was such a
great friend to so many."
But the theme of Kwanzaa's
sixth day, Kuumba, is creativity, and several student groups
were given the opportunity to
showcase just that, including
violinist Shameka Craig, a sophomore who performed a solo
version of "loshua Fit the Battle
of Jericho," and the four-piece
I larmonv & Soul.

The group opened up the hop team. |and| hip-hop has
evening with "Lift Every Voice its roots in the same culture as
and Sing," the Black National Kwanzaa does," she said, "lit'si
Anthem written by James basically like a voice for the
African-American
Weldon Johnson in
1901.
"We need to community."
— includThe Eccentricity
know our ingDinner
fried chicken,
Dance Team, anothmacaroni
and
er student organi- history and
cheese,
collard
zation, has particiculture,
and
greensandcombread
pated in the event
for three years and
that's the — soon followed
dancers.
drew a noticeable
first thing theBrown
said that
reaction during their
the meal was "all the
performance.
Kwanza
traditional AfricanSharmayne
helps us to American
food." but
Freeman, a junior
"we usually just call
and
President
know."
it Soul Food."
and founder of
ANGELA JENNINGS.
Not all stuEccentricity said
CURATOR
dents were entirely
that the team fit
convinced.
in perfectly with
"This," Robinson-Scott, the
Celebration's goals of creativity
co-MC, definitively said, "is a
and culture.
"We're a predominantly hip- campus version of Soul Food."

and work to have a better attitude in life towards people,
Elwazani said.
"Ramadan in particular
makes you act as model for
yourself, be more peaceful,"
he added.
After the sun sets on the
last day of Ramadan, the Eid
al-Fitr celebrations begin.
Forgetting each other's indiscretions, many Muslims go
the mosque and embrace. It
is a time to congratulate one
another on finishing this spiritual journey.
In Palestine, Muslims would
usually celebrate for three to
fourdays.visitingfamilymembers and friends. Children
receive presents and an allowance to visit small amusement parks, which Elwazani
compared to county fairs with
temporary rides.
Here, Elwazani takes his
two small children to the
Islamic Center of Greater
Toledo in Perrysburg. He said
that Muslims in America do
not celebrate this holiday with
as much intensity as those
in Palestine. So on Nov. 4,
Elwazani took his children out
to dinner and to a movie for
Eid al-Fitr.
Another significant Muslim
holiday is Eid al-Adha, known
as the holy day of sacrifice, and
falls on |an. 10 of next year.
Elwazani wants people of
all denominations to take the
opportunities to learn about
each other and understand
each other.
"The world is not Bowling
Green, humanity isn't limited to North America,"
Elwazani said.

Terrorism not
responsible for
plane crash
CRASH, FROM PAGE 1

loved ones who were in the building.
Scuffles broke out and police
beat back onlookers and those
trying to reach the building to
keep the way open for emergency vehicles.
Several hours after the crash,
the building still was smoldering, with black smoke hanging
in the air.
"It was like an earthquake,"
said Reza Sadeqi, a 25-year-old
merchant who saw the plane
hit the building. He said he
was thrown about nine feet
inside his shop by the force of
the crash.
"I felt the heat of the fire
caused by the crash. It was like
being in hell," he said.
President
Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad, who was visiting
Saudi Arabia, sent condolences.
"Rescue teams are required
to employ their maximum
capability to save and help the
survivors," state-run television
quoted Ahmadinejad as saying.
The plane, which belonged
to the army air force, had just
taken off for Bandar Abbas in
southern Iran when it developed engine trouble. As it headed back to Mehrabad Airport,
the pilot was unable to maintain sufficient altitude anu hit
the apartment complex, staterun television said.
The report discounted sabotage or terrorism. Aviation
officials were not available
for comment.

Interns get messy
was spent slicing the dead,
netted trout into pieces and
chucking them back in the lake
to replenish its nutrients.
"You have to be prepared to
get wet and messy," Cook said.
Even with her fish-dismembering duties, Cook said the
weather and park's isolation
were actually the hardest
things to get used to.
"The park is really remote,
and it was about three hours
from the nearest Wal-Mart,"
Cook said. "I'm used to WalMart being no more than 10
minutes from my house, so
three hours is a big switch."
Nonetheless, Cook said she
enjoyed the opportunity to
stay in Yellowstone and would
like to do another internship
with SCA.
"It was a great experience,"
Cook said.

INTERNSHIP, FROM PAGE 1

all the available positions
according to service types,
locations, dates of service
and other criteria. Students
can also apply for these
positions online.
Some of the positions are
very competitive and receive
a lot of applications because
of their popular locations,
according to the Web site.
However, that doesn't mean
the work there is always
glamorous
Alumna Michelle Cook, 24,
managed to nab a coveted position in Yellowstone National
Park after she graduated from
the University in 2004.
For the three months of her
internship, Cook worked widi
the park's lake trout removal
program. Much of that time
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get a

State fights for drinking age change

calendar of events

New Hampshire's
representatives react
to proposed bill

life

8:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
The Poe Road Public Art Project:
Student Proposals
Union Art Gallery 1st Floor
8:00 -10:00 p.m.
Bye Bye Bingo
Union Black Swamp Pub
8:30 -11:30 a.m.
Pet stocking sale
This event is a fund-raiser for
PVMA while supporting a local
animal shelter. Stockings for
dogs and cats are available,
along with candy cane shaped
rawhides. The stockings contain
treats and there is a toy in each
cat stocking. Each stocking is
$2.50 or three stockings for $6
and each candy cane rawhide is
$0.50.
For more information contact:
coneil@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Union Lobby

By Amanda Masker
U-HIRE
IOWA CITY, Iowa — Despite
the right (o sign a lease, vote
for the president and lay their
lives on the line, one thing 18year-olds legally cannot do is
have a beer.
New Hampshire state Rep.
lim Splaine wants to change
that for a special sector of 18year-olds in his state.
The Democrat has sponsored a bill to lower the legal
drinking age for military
personnel to 18, arguing that
the United States is "disrespecting" the young men
and women who are sent into
harm's way by not allowing
them a glass of wine before

ihey leave for war.
"This is not a way to reward
or thank the troops," Splaine
said on Monday.
But the military does not
seek such special accommodations, an official representing Iowa soldiers said on
Monday.
"We wear the uniform to
protect the rights of all people,"
said l.t. Col. Greg Hapgood,
the public-affairs officer for
the Iowa National Guard. "We
don't want to be treated any
differently."
The bill, if approved, will
only affect people in New
Hampshire, and an Iowa lawmaker said on Monday he
would be surprised if similar
legislation would pass in this
state.
A recent caucus in Des
Moines did not indicate that
lowering the drinking age
would be a priority for state

lawmakers, said Rep. Dave the books.
lacoby, D-Coralville.
Lowering the drinking age
"I don't see a political will to to 18 would provide the needlower the drinking age to 18," ed alcohol education to people
he said.
that age, because
ButSplaineargues
they would then be
"There are
that if 18-year-olds
able to drink in a
other
ways
of
are being taught
safer environment.
to use a weapon, getting alcohol Splaine argued.
they should be able
"I don't buy into
education
to consume alcothat logic," lacoby
to people
hol responsibly. In
said. "There arc
fact, he believes all
other ways of getother than
adults should be
ting alcohol eduautomatically
able to legally drink
cal Ion to people
but said he can only legalizing I the other than autodo one thing at a
drinking age] matically legaliztime.
ing [the drinking
to /«."
Setting the drinkage] to 18."
ing age set at 21
MaryKhowassah.
"makes alcohol a
a co-chairwoman
DAVEJ0C0BY
forbidden fruit." he
of the Stepping
said.
Up Project, said,
"We are creating a genera"Drinking increases as accestion of criminals," he said, sibility increases." She added
adding that young people that making both access to
drink regardless of the laws on alcohol easier and legal for 18-

year-olds will result in more

drinking.
Though 18 was the legal
drinking age when lacoby was
growing up, the representative
said it is difficult for him to say
whether the current drinking
age should be lowered again.
The debate that surfacing
in New Hampshire is a parallel to the question raised
when soldiers returned from
fighting in the Vietnam War,
lacoby said.
"We've tapped into a 35year-old question." he said.
The legal drinking age is
both a matter of public safety
and government intrusion, he
said, and lawmakers have to
decide on an age of maturity
that is consistent across the
board.
Splainc's New Hampshire
bill is scheduled to be presented at a legislative session
on Ian. -I, 2006.

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Wood County Corps Information
Days
204 South Hall
9:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Jehovah's Witnesses Info. Table
Union Lobby
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
53rd Annual Faculty/Staff
Exhibition
Fine Arts Center - Dorothy Uber
Bryan Gallery
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Finals Week Survival Kits
Distribution
Sponsored by the Student Alumni
Connection
Union Lobby

RingtOneS for $2.49 Text code to 386

10:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Holiday Stocking Raffle
Friends of the Humane Society is
raffling off three holiday stockings and much more to support
the Wood Co. Humane Society.
Tickets are $1 for one ticket or
$5 for six tickets. Tickets are
bursarable.
For more information contact:
Alyssa at alyssab@bgsu.edu
Union Lobby

Title

5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Finals Week Survival Kits
Distribution
Sponsored by the Student Alumni
Connection
Union Lobby

MISSING

gaaas*
HIGH ST is the city street sign
that disappears and has to
be replaced most often
each school year

My Humps - Black Eyed Peas

141001

Hustler's Ambition - 50 Cent

141002 j

Stay Fly - Fall Out Boy

141003

Run It! - Chris Brown

141004

Here We Go Again (feat. Kelly Rowland) - Trina 141005

11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
After School Program Jewelry
Sale
United Christian Fellowship student group will be selling handmade earrings made by children
participating in their programs.
All profits will go towards their
after-school programs.
Union Lobby
3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Justice Breyer's "Active Liberty"
The Social Philosophy and Policy
Center and the Department of
Legal Studies at BGSU present
Visiting Scholar Kenneth Kersch,
Assistant Professor of Politics,
Princeton University
Business Administration Bldg.
Room 4000

Text Code

We Be Bumin' (Legalize It) - Sean Paul

141006

I'm Sprung - T-Pain

141007

Girl Tonite (feat. Trey Songz) - Twista 141008
Don't Cha - Pussycat Dolls

141009

Play - David Banner

141010

Orttor Now, Right From Your Phun<
Type hi the 6 digit code and text it
to 36ti A link to your purchase wilt
be sent to your msg Inbox!
Supported carriers: Clngular.

Save 20% with *> DA PIT
toeRlnoton. 3 PACK

Get 3 new real music ringtones every
month for just $5.99. Text HOOKUP to

Sometimes One Just Isn't Enough)

7225 to SUBSCRIBE NOW

Games &Apps for as low as $3.99* Text code to 386
MTIItiMB r»t »J>*

I'm a King (feat T.I. and LI' Scrappy) - P$C 141011
Reggaeton Latino - Don Omar

141011

141040

141041

141042

141043

141044

141045

141047

141048

141050

141051

141052

141053

141056

141057

141058

141059

Sugar, We're Going Down - Fall Out Boy 141012 I
Soul Survivor - Young Jeezy

141013

i Gold Digger - Kanye West

141014 I

I Presidential - Youngbloodz

141015

Hung Up (ICan'tKeep Wailing For You) -Madonna 141016

w

1

i Welcome to Jamrock - Damian Marley 141017

1

Jesus of Suburbia - Green Day

141018

Lighters Up - Lil' Kim

141019

Back Then - Mike Jones

141020

Back in Black -AC/DC

141021

Shake It Off - Mariah Carey

141022

Stewie's Sexy Party - Family Guy

141023

| Slow Wind-R.Kelly

141024

I'm N Luv (Wit a Stripper) - T-Pain

141025 I

My Hood - Young Jeezy

141027

Feel Good Inc. - Gorillaz

141028 I

Bad B*tch - Webbie

141029 1

Because 1 Got High - Afroman

141030 1

■ Mr

141054

141055

trr J
141060

141061

141062

141063

■*'

141065

141066

Graphics;for $1.99 Textcodeto386

♦1081

141088

141089

141082

141084

141085

141086

141087

3ii*-d

141093

141094

141095

141090

141083

141091

141092
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OPINION

"On this, both Republicans and Democrats
should be able to agree. The only way the
terrorists can win is if we lose our nerve
and abandon our mission
Vice President Didc Cheney
tyjJwM)

STAFF EDITOJUAL ItOSTOX I'MVI-USITY

Drinking law targets military

Imagine your roommate,
an 18-year-old student in the
Reserve Officers Training Corps,
was legally allowed to drink
alcohol, while you, a 20-ycar-old
responsible public relations student, could not.
Though current laws prohibit
this, if a New Hampshire lawmaker has his way, you might
easily find yourself sitting in your
dorm room one night while your
roommate, who has a military
I.D., decides to leave for a drink
atT'sPub.

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the legal drinking
age should be changed? Send
an e-mail to thenews@bgnews.
com and tell us what you think,
or post feedback on our Web
site.

N.H. State Rep. lames Splaine
is proposing that everyone 18
and over who has a military
I.D. be allowed to purchase and
consume alcoholic beverages

because "it is unconscionable
for us to be sending Imilitary
recruitsl into battle and still be
saying there are some rights
Itheyl don't have and one of
them is the right to drink," The
Boston Globe quotes him as
saying.
Though Splaine acknowledges
that it is unlikely this bill will
pass, he says discussion on the
drinking age needs another
boost.
But unless he is willing to
lower the drinking age universal-

Tookie should not be terminated
KEVIN
SES0CK

U-Wire Columnist
Daily O'Collegian
Oklaluma Slate University
For a man who co-founded
the Crips gang in LA. and
is convicted of the brutal
slaying of four innocent people,
some of us might not necessarily
think the death penalty would
be the worst of ideas.
Stanley "Tookie" Williams is
scheduled to die from lethal
injection Dec. 13 in San Ouenfin
State Prison in California for the
1979 murder of four people.
The thing that's important with
Tookie now is that he's become
an anti-gang activist.
His children's books are directed at teaching at-risk children
the importance of not getting
involved in gang life including advice like finding the right
friends and acquaintances, and
abstaining from listening to
Eminem (which is a good idea
whether you're at-risk or not).
The proceeds for his books go to
non-profit organizations, including Mothers Against Gang Wars
Tookie, who to this day still
maintains his innocence (and
really, what convict doesn't)
offered the rest of his possibly

short life up to helping children
stay away from gang life.
He's negotiated truces between
gangs, produced public service
announcements, and he's even
been nominated for both the
Nobel Peace Prize and the Nobel
Prize in literature multiple times.
And, because of his activism?
Govemator Schwarzenegger is
slowly mulling over the decision
to offer him clemency, and commute his death penalty to a life
sentence without parole
Either way, Tookie is going to
die in prison. Tookie may be better off to society alive than dead.
Apparently, some others keep
going back to the victims of the
original crime, and how Tookie
deserves to die for what he did.
Our criminal justice system
is not based off of retribution or
revenge. Instead, it's based off the
concept of rehabilitation, though
we forgot how to do it
I'm not saying that he should
be released from prison and sent
on his merry little gat-toting, copcapping way, but killing the guy?
I'm not completely against
the death penalty, you have to
understand. The death penalty is, in a macroscopic sense,
society's way of defending itself
against, well, itself.
If on the human body you have
a wart or an in-grown hair, then
you remove them to protect the
rest of the body. If in the body of
society you have someone who
not only cannot be rehabilitated,

but will continue to be the worst
of blights on society, then you
consider the death penalty. Of
course, Tookie's attorney continues to argue that his original conviction was racially prejudiced.
After all, the appeals are
over, the U.S. Supreme Court
has declined to hear the case,
and the execution is a sure
thing at this point That is, save
Schwarzenegger's option of
granting clemency, which is
merely a question of mercy.
Knowing Arnold's previous
stances in the cases of both the T1000 and the T-X models, mercy
does not seem likely. Although
his senior advisers lohn Connor
and Katie Brewster have both
been known to show compassion
to non-mechanical creatures in
the past, it is unclear whether
Arnold will feel that "termination"
is necessary in this instance
Seriously, Tookie's reaching out
to kids and helping to keep some
of them out of gangs.
Whether his original trial was
flawed is completely irrelevant at
this point Tookie's doing some
right and making the best of his
situation by helping out kids on
the verge of gang-life.
He can't change what he did
in the past, but he can do some
good in the future, if he has one
So, for the hope of our criminal
justice system and for a man
who's now trying to help, here's to
Schwarzenegger not living up to
his Terminator name

ly, not just for those who possess
a military I.D., Splaine is wasting
his time in the Legislature.
Critics of Splaine's proposal
say lowering the drinking age for
military recruits would inhibit
their brain development, but
the bigger problem with this bill
is that it discriminates against
everyone who doesn't serve in
themUitary.
To make a law that applies to
some and not others could set
a dangerous precedent, and is
unconstitutional anyway.

U-Wire Columnist
Rocky Mountain Collegian
(Alorado State University
Stop right now seniors. Dont
do it. Put your pencils down,
throw your books in the trash
and spend finals week building a
snow cave and little snowmen to
live with.
Whatever you do, don't take
your finals and graduate. Why
would you do that? Do you know
what's out there? Lions and tigers
and corporations that will deny
your applications because you
"don't have enough experience."
I have decided to never leave I
am going to stay in college until
I reach the age of dead. You want
to retire my Chem. 101 book?You
will have to pry it from my cold,
lifeless fingers.
You see, college truly is the best

of both worids. You take your
parents love (and money if you're
lucky) from the high school worid
and you combine it with the freedom and independence of the
working-stiff world. There is no
better combination.
Tell me one opportunity you're
going to have after graduation
to party it up till 3 am., be in
class by 11 am., lie on the couch
watching a "Soudipark" rerun by
3 p.m. and at various points in all
of that, you get to see thousands
of single members of the opposite sex. Not to mention all the
Ramen Noodles you can eat.
I'm going to be honest here
and admit that I'm scared of this
real worid they speak of. I get a
little taste of it every first of the
month when my rent payment
comes, and I don't like what I've
seen so far. I've heard they make
you get married, become a parent, pay bills and forbid playing
beer pong Quite frankly I don't
want to be a part of something
that doesn't force you to play beer
pong once a week.
That's not the only thing that
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scares me though. Wasn't I just
a kid on the swings in the playground yesterday? My little brother is 13 years old; you remember
that age? The age where you
switched boyfriends/girlfriends
every hour instead of every year.
The age where all you had to
worry about was detention or
the lunch lady eating you. When
I graduate from college, that's
it — I'm not a kid at all anymore
That scares the Legos out of me
I know you seniors are excited
to embark on a new journey. The
potentia I of a career that will
make you more money in a year
than you've had in the last four
and a house with a white picket
fence -1 can see why you're anxious to get out But I think we all
have a tendency focus on what
makes college stressful instead of
what makes it fun.
Are you really ready to leave
the football games, the house
parties, the roommates...the
mornings you wake up and don't
know where you arc.for a nine
to five?
I'll meet you at the ice cave.
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serve their country, Splaine is
proposing an illegitimate method for doing so. Being allowed to
drink should never be a reason
for joining the military.
To think otherwise is simply
ridiculous.
The New Hampshire
Democrat's proposal discriminates against underage people
not serving in the military, and
serves as an illegitimate way to
recruiting more troops.
It is an inebriated idea worth
tossing to the shredders.

PEOPLE Silent Solidarity
ON THE STREET
When did you stop
believing in Santa
Claus?

&
AMANDA BLEDS0E
SOPHOMORE, COMPUTER
SCIENCE
7 was in fourth
grade, and I was so
old that I was watching the news when I
figured it out."

A

KIM FARRINGT0N
SOPHOMORE, BUSINESS
"I found the presents
in my mom's closet."

Seniors, goodbye to beer pong
BRETT
OKAMATO

Soldiers coming back from
Iraq and Afghanistan may be
more stressed out than other
young people, but allowing them
to drink is not going to make
them any better off.
Splaine was right to say that
we need to "educate people
|on| how to handle alcohol...
because age doesn't seem to
be the main element," but it
makes no sense to target only
the military.
If the idea behind this is to
recruit more young people to

KATIE 0RAH00D
SOPHOMORE,
INTEGRATED LANGUAGE
ARTS

7 remember everything. I found my
mom wrapping presents when I was supposed to be sleeping."

X

CHRIS KINISAN
SOPHOMORE, FINANCE
"I still believe."

is a success story

Imagine you've been working for months organizing
a program to recognize
those who have no voice, those
who are oppressed, and those
who are persecuted by others
for their beliefs, looks, or their
abilities.
You've worked hard alongside dozens of other people
researching, organizing and
publicizing for your event.
Imagine if you were able
to gain support from almost
1,000 people on campus.
Now imagine, days after
your event, which, at 1,000
people tops most other philanthropic events on campus, an
editorial comes out saying that
all your efforts were useless,
silly, and an annoyance to the
general population.
This is how it is for the members of the Social Justice Task
Force and the other contributing organizations that bring us
Silent Solidarity.
Not every event can be as
successful as Dance Marathon;
of course no other organization or event is supported
so widely by the University.
Anyone who has attended the
University for at least a year
knows that this is a primarily
Dance Marathon campus.
Not that I don't support their
efforts, they do a tremendous
job and they deserve every
ounce of support that they
receive.
What I disagree with is the
hundreds of other campus
organizations that try, in vain,
every year to organize awareness and philanthropic events
and receive only criticism.
Even constructive criticism
would have been more helpful,
but 1 resent the call for Silent
Solidarity to be terminated.
Yes, there are some individuals who are only involved to
receive a free t-shirt, but there
are also a large number of
students and faculty who take
this event seriously.
But why judge an event by
the involvement of the dedicated, when clearly all that
matters is the numbers.
What makes a successful
event IS NOT the number
of people that attend, or the
amount of money raised, but
rather the impact it has on
those participants who really
care about the cause.
There were a great many
students involved in Silent
Solidarity because they consider themselves to be one of
the many silenced minorities
represented in this year's day

AMANDA
HOOVER
Guest Columnist

of silence.
What are we telling them
if we cancel this event? Are
we saying, "Oh, I'm sorry, the
campus doesn't care about
your rights, all they care about
is a free t-shirt and where campus funding goes."
On that note, 1 would like
to say that the University
funds more than 300 student
organizations with the money
students pay to attend the
University. How many of those
organizations can boast an
event that draws 1,000 participants, caring or not?
And yes, organizations
spend alotofmoneyon free
t-shirts and all that "free food"
we see advertised for events all
over campus. It all comes from
University funding.
Lastly, Silent Solidarity condones talking if it is necessary
for school or work. What we
fail to take into consideration
is that the sign up for this
event is given in plenty of time
for students to re-schedule
class speeches, meetings, and
work shifts.
And while this may be the
butt of more than a few jokes
on campus, it hits home with
many and is appreciated by
those in the community.
I had the necessity of having to run errands in town the
day I sported my yellow shirt
and name tag stating "Today
I am being silent to support
those who are Muslim."
At every store and bank that
1 went to, my shirt was read
and some cashiers even told
me that they really supported
the program.
So I challenge the campus
to offer some constructive
criticism instead of insulting
an event they do not participate in.
I also challenge those who
participate to try again next
year, read the letters you
receive in your packet and
look at the information sheet
about the group you will be
representing, and spend the
day prior to Silent Solidarity
telling others about the program and why it is important
to you.
Please help support Silent
Solidarity.
Put yourself in their shoes
and try to care about others
for at least a day or two.
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FATAL GUNSHOT WAS SELF-INFLICTED
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A gunshot that killed
a 19-year-old deer hunter was self-inflicted, state
investigators determined. Steve Burchard, of Newark,
died Saturday after he was shot in the head with his
rifle. No one else was involved in the shooting, the
Ohio Department of Natural Resources said Monday.

Fumes cause concern
Students moved
elsewhere while EPA
monitors factory
ADDYSTON,
Ohio
(AP)
— Students at an elementary
school across the street from a
plastics plant will be attending
classes across town while the
Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency monitors possible cancer-causing fumes coming from
the plant.
About 370 children enrolled at
Meredith Hitchens Elementary
School will attend classes at
other schools in the Three Rivers
School District for at least several
weeks, officials said Monday.
A seven-month analysis of air
quality in Addyston, about 20
miles west of Cincinnati, found
that the cancer risk for lifelong
and long-term residents is 50
times greater because of two
chemicals emitted by Lanxess
Corp., the state EPA said.
The study also found unacceptable risks of heart and blood
problems, along with birth
defects, although people are not
believed to be at risk of getting
sick from short-term exposure.
The Ohio EPA has ordered the
plant to reduce emissions of the
two chemicals — acrylonitnie,
a raw material used in making plastics, and 1.3-butadiene
— and Lanxess has committed
to spending more than SI million for the project. Work won't
be done for another 10 months,
so the EPA ordered an interim fix
Monday.
Plant
manager Sandy
Marshall said the plant is in
compliance with its air pollution permits, and that fumes
pose no threat to employees.
"We have to review their
findings, and compare them
with our own data to try and

understand what these numbers mean," Marshall said. "We
feel we are in compliance with
our permits and meet federal
standards."
Exposure over a long period of
time could increase a person's
chance of developing lung cancer or leukemia, the EPA said. Air
pollution toxicologist Paul Koval
performed the study.
"Risk assessment is an evolving science," Koval said. "This is
the future of air toxins investigations. We're repeatedly finding
it's possible to be within permitted levels and still pose a risk to
the public."
The plastics plant has operated along the Ohio River since
1952, under various owners.
The EPA began investigating after Lanxess had three
accidents in five months that
released thousands of pounds
of acrylonitrile, butadiene and
styrene into the air.
Spokeswoman Heather Lauer
said the EPA considers Lanxess
out of compliance with its permit, because it is not allowed to
be a "public nuisance."
The EPA report found that
the long-term risk of cancer
for Addyston residents is one
in 2,000. The state considers a
one in 100,000 risk of cancer
"acceptable."
Betsy Eckert, who lived in
Addyston for more than 50
years, said she had long smelled
the chemicals and feared their
effect on people living near the
plant. She recently moved with
her children and grandchildren
to nearby Indiana, because of
the plant.
"If it's unsafe for adults, can
you imagine the impact it can
have on young bodies?" she
asked. "It's like sitting next to a
cigarette smoker, smoking away
and you're on the receiving end."

SWE
Civil Rights veteran leaves spotlight
Activist worked with
Martin Luther King Jr.,
to fight racial injustice
By Lisa CornweH
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — The Rev. Pred
Shuttlesworth, who worked
with the Rev. Martin Luther
King |r. in the fight against segregation, said he will retire from
the ministry but will not stop
fighting racial injustice.
A non-cancerous brain tumor
he had successfully removed
in August made him decide

to retire earlier than planned,
Shuttlesworth said Monday.
"I feel that the Lord is telling me that I have served well
enough that I can think about
not being so intense in my
actions,* Shuttlesworth said.
"But I will continue to push for
human rights. I can't stop that."
Shultlcsworth, who organized
civil rights marches with King in
the 1960s, announced Sunday
that his last sermon at (ircaler
New Ijghi Baptist Church will
be March 18. his 84th birthday.
"1 feel good, but I do get tired
more easilv and 1 want to do

some writing that 1 hope might
help others deal with the challenges in their lives," he said.
Before moving to Cincinnati
from Alabama In 1962,
Shuttlesworth survived the
bombing of his house, a beating
by a mob of angry racists and
numerous arrests for fighting
for civil rights.
On Dec. 25, 1956, 16 sticks of
dynamite exploded just outside
bjs bedroom at Ms Birmingham.

Ala., home.

Shards of glass and wood
pierced his coat and hat hanging on a hook, but Shuttlesworth

Gamma Phi Beta
Would Like to Congratulate Our New
Initiates of the Fall 2005 Pledge Class
Kristen Amann
Heather Ritchey
Jennifer Rozevink
Becca Ruffing
Kasey Schumacher
Amanda Shomon
Ann Smith
Sarah Yat

Katie Miles
jfj Shayna Brocco
I Sarah Dowler
. Susie Edwards
Tasha Gallagher
Sarah Haberecht
Brittany Loparich

the backs of buses.
Shuttlesworth said that he

has seen progress in the civil
rights movement over the past
seven! decades,
"But we've still have so far
to gn that we c.inl relax our
efforts," he said.
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and his wile and children
escaped Injury.
"I didn't get a scratch," he
said. "I knew < ,<nl had plans
for inc."
The next day he led 250 people in a protest ol bus segregation in Birmingham at a time
when blacks were relegated to

www.greenbfiarfentals.com

College Living
Doesn't Get
Better Than

M^F

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
714 Eighth Street. #A - 2 BR duplex. Limit 2
people Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $680.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug.
4, 2007.
710 Elm Street - 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars $740.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$740.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007.
232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$620.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007.
140 1/2 Manville - 2 BR above garage. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. $560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug.
4. 2007.
517 N. Summit - 3 BR with garage. Limit 3
people. Limit 3 cars. $800.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $800.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to
Aug. 4, 2007
We have many other apartments available. Stop in
the Rental Office for a complete brochure.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8 30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 5 00

• Resort Style Pool & Hot Tub
• Free Tanning & Internet
• Fitness Center, Sand Volleyball
& Basketball
• Washer & Dryer in Every Apartment
• Private Shuttle Route to Campus
• Big Screen TV and Much, Much, More!

The Enclave

k

(Formerly Sterling Enclave)
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419.353.5100
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Ohio coach convicted of DUI
Ohio University
will keep Solich as
head football coach
following drunken
driving incident
(U-WIRE) ATHENS, Ohio —
During his shot! time as Ohio
head football coach, Plank
Solich has done everything he
can lo keep the focus off of
himself and mote on his players' performance on the field.
Unfortunately.
Solich's
actions off the field have
earned him the national
spotlight — this time not for
breathing new life into the
Ohio football program, but for
being convicted of drunken
driving after pleading no contest to the charge Monday In
Athens Municipal Court.
Ohio University President
Roderick McDavis, Athletic
Oirector Kirby llocutt and
Solicit addressed members of
the local media with a press
conference Monday, llocutt
announced thai Solich would
remain the Bobcats' head football coach.
"After careful thought and
deliberation between Frank.
President McDavis and
myself, it is in the best interest
of Ohio University for I rank

to continue his duties as head
football coach," llocutt said.
When asked if there was
any talk of Solich being let go,
llocutt hesitated.
"All avenues were discussed." he said.
A somber Solicit read a
prepared statement and
addressed the media.
"I'd like to start off by apologizing for being in the position that I am in today," he
said. "I'd like to extend that
apology, certainly because of
the trouble and embarrassment that I have put many
people in, including myself."
"I want to apologize to all
those associated with Ohio
University ... the people in
the Athens community ...
mj coaches, their families,
players and their families."
Solich said he has received
numerous phone calls from
players voicing their support and plans to address
the team after winter break.
Solich said his main focus is
moving forward.
"It happened, I can't take it
hack," he said.
llocutt first got word of
the situation when Molly
Tampke, interim vice president for university advancement, called llocutt at home
Saturday night.

"After careful
thought and
deliberation
between Frank,
President McDavis
and myself, it is in
the best interest of
Ohio University for
Frank to continue
his duties as head
football coach."
KIRBY HOCUTT.
0U ATHLETIC OIRECTOR

"At first, I was shocked,"
llocutt said. "It was so out of
his character to put himself in a
position like that."
Accordingtothepolicercport,
Solich was found slumped over
the steering wheel of his car
Saturday night, which was facing the wrong way on a oneway street. Solich had difficulties opening his door when officers arrived and he refused the
Breathalyzer test,
Athens judge William Grim
sentenced Solich to complete
a three-day driver intervention
program, fined $250 and had
his license was suspended for
180 days.

The former Nebraska coach
apologized in court and
declined comment afterward.
In addition to the judicial
repercussions for his actions,
McDavis and Hocutt met
with Solich Sunday morning
to discuss what disciplinary measures the university
would take. Ultimately, three
conditions were agreed upon
— the first being that Solich
had to personally address
the events that occurred
Saturday night. Hocutt said
the press conference fulfilled
the requirement.
"The steps we've taken are
consistent with the process we
follow for an event like this
for any athletic department,
employee or student-athlete
for a first-time offense," Hocutt
said. "The fact he is sitting here
today in publicspeaks volumes
about his character."
For the duration of his contract, a multi-year deal earning
him a base salary of $240,000
per season, Solich will also be
on probation.
"Frank's conduct was inappropriate and does not represent the leadership we
expect from any member of
our department ... there will
be no further tolerance for an
illegal action such as this,"
llocutt said.

Finally, Solich will use what
he has learned from this experience to help Ohio students
make better decisions when it
comes to alcohol.
"We will turn a negative situation into a positive. ... Coach
Solich will become actively
involved in alcohol education
initiatives on our campus,"
Hocutt said.
The Ohio administration
has been fighting to downplay
its No. 2 party-school ranking in the Princeton Review
eariier this year. When asked
about how Solich's arrest will
affect that battle, McDavis
remained positive.
"The abuse of alcohol can
affect all of us," McDavis said.
"This is a lesson that all of us
have to be more conscientious
of our community ... it has
to apply to every member of
our university."
Hocutt was optimistic about
Solich's future at Ohio.
"No one regrets this situation more than Frank does,"
llocutt said. "I know him as
a man of impeccable character and I am confident he
will respond to this situation
in a positive manner and use
these circumstances to better
teach young people, including
his players, the importance of
making wise decisions."

Drinking causes fall from balcony
Kent State graduate
is rehabilitated after
hotel accident
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KKNT, Ohio — last year, Kent
State graduate loe Diliillo didn't
think hed be living in Ohio He'd
graduated from Kent State's journalism school in August and flew
to Hawaii a few months later
to work for a Norwegian cruise
liner. Ilis plan was to see a little
of the world as a junior waiter on
the cniise ship and to pay off his
college loans
"It was right before the winter," he said. "I really don't like
the winter."
Hawaii seemed like a good
place to be, and before he could
stan work. DiLullo found himself
waiting for his medical records
to catch up with him in a Best
Western hotel in Honolulu with
several other employees.
But liis plans quickly changed.
"We got drunk." he said simply
of the life-changing decision he
made that night.

He thinks he remembers being
in the hotel hallway, carrying beer
into a hotel room. He got the feeling he should hide it, as if he were
a child, he said.
He doesn't remember much
more of that night, but he
learned from other employees
that he had said he was going to
bed. He left his wallet and glasses on a table and walked out
onto what he had thought was a
balcony. He fell two stories, and
a passerby found him on the
ground below.
He had probably gone outside to smoke, as he often did
before bed. DiLullo said. He still
isn't sure he fell from a balcony. A photo in the police report
appears to show a half-balcony
of some kind.
"It's bizarre," he said. "There
was a big question whether or
not I could take legal action. I
never did."
He never did, he said, because
the fault is ultimately his own.
He was drunk.
"When I first heard my alcohol content was 0.18,1 was just
thinking, That's not bad at all.'"

A blood-alcohol content of 0.18
is about three times the legal
driving limit.
Another police report photo
showed an empty 12-pack, but
some of the dozen were capt ured
in a photo of the refrigerator.
lust over a year later physical,
occupational and speech therapies helped erase the outward
signs of lasting injuries.
While in the hospital, he also
quit smoking.
"I got lucky," DiLullo said. The
25-year-eJd Stow, Ohio, resident
still has zero vision in his right
eye because of optic nerve damage and both short- and longterm memory damage.
His rehabilitation was difficult, consisting of physical,
speech and occupational therapies aimed at improving both
his mobility and his memory.
"I was happier to be done with
those than I was to graduate
from Kent," he said smiling. "It
just sucked to go through it, but
it was worth it."
A year later, DiLullo has started a new job and is considering
graduate school.
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Couple OK
with racial,
religious
differences
Jewish, Christian
families clash over
students' relationship
By Aja Brown
U-WIRE

KENT, Ohio — When Sasha
Carter, a sophomore marketing
major at Kent State University,
walks through a crowd of people smiling up at boyfriend losh
Barrett, a senior philosophy
major, she no longer notices
the stares.
"I don't even care anymore,"
said Carter, who is biracial.
"I've been around mixed relationships my entire life, so I
don't pay attention to things
like that."
Carter, whose complexion
resembles the shade of a warm
cup of tapioca pudding, was
raised by her white mother in
a small, predominately white
section of town in Dover, Ohio.
Although she was very close
to her black father and that side
of her family, in school, all of
her friends were white. All of
her boyfriends were white, too,
including Barrett, whose father
is Irish and mother is lewish.
His mother brought him up in
a strong Jewish community, but
many of his friends are black.
"I'm from Cleveland Heights,
where it's like 80 percent black,"
Barrett said, laughing. "So,
my friends are all fine with it.
I knew my mom would prefer
me to date a lewish girl for cultural reasons, but she likes her
ICarter]. So she doesn't have a
problem with it either."
Barrett said if Carter does not
choose to convert to ludaism,
she and any children they
have would not be accepted
as lewish.
"If we were to get married
today, only two or three family members would show up
because Sasha isn't lewish,"
Barrett said.
Barrett said that he knows
that in the long run, some of
his more religious family members will probably try to convert
Carter over. But to him, that is
not what is important.
"It's hard to find good people
as it is," he said. "I'm not going
to give up my relationship just
to date someone lewish who I
might not even like."
Carter, who grew up attending an African Methodist
Episcopal church, said that she
doesn't mind them attempting
conversion because as of right
now she has no strong religion
that she values.
"When I was younger, I went
to church all the time," Carter
said. "But I don't go anymore
because they were hypocritical.
At church they Ithe congregation) would act like they really
cared, but as soon as you leave,
they talk about you."
It's not so much the religious part of converting
that worries Carter. It's the
cultural changes.
"No Christmas, no Easter,"
Carter said. "I would want my
family to at least recognize
these holidays as a time to
come together."
"I would definitely not want
my children to celebrate these
holidays," Barrett said. He said
that as a child he sometimes
envied his friends who had
tall pine trees covered with
bright lights all stuffed underneath with gifts. But, he said he
doesn't feel deprived now that
he is older.
"I would want them to have
a strong lewish community to
fall back on like I did," he said.
Carter and Barrett are not
sure how they are going to handle the holidays. Still, Barrett
said that this issue would not be
enough to keep him from marrying Carter.
"It's probably because my
mom is OK with it," said Barrett.
"If she had a problem with it,
then I might feel differently."
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GAY BRITISH COUPLES EARN RECOGNITION
LONDON (AP) — Gay couples began registering for
civil partnerships across Britain on Monday as a law
took effect giving many of the same legal rights as
married heterosexuals. Although the law doesn't allow
same-sex couples to marry, many said they were eager
to claim the benefits and official recognition.

WORLD
Two witnesses testify at trial
Hidden by a screen,
young woman weeps
after alleged assault
By Hamza Hendawi
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Klrin««tm AP Photo

THE AFTERMATH: An unidentified father sits next to his injured son at
Al Kindi hospital in Baghdad.

Baghdad police
academy attacked
Suicide bombers
kill 27, wound 50 in
second day of trial

students outside a classroom,"
the Task Force Baghdad said.
"Thinking the explosion was an
indirect-fire attack, llraqi policel
and students fled to a bunker for
shelter where the second bomber
BySameerN.Yacoub
IH[ ASSOCIATED PRESS
detonated his vest."
Insurgents have concentrated
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Two suicide
bombers struck Baghdad's police their attacks against Iraqi secuacademy yesterday, killing at rity forces. Yesterday's attack
least 43 people and wounding 73 was the deadliest against Iraqi
more, U.S. officials said, while Al- forces since Feb. 28, when a suilazeera broadcast an insurgent cide car bomber attacked mostly
video claiming to have kidnapped Shine police and National Guard
recruits in Hillah, killing 125.
a U.S. security consultant.
Also yesterday, the U.S. military
The suicide attackers were
wearing explosives-laden vests said a soldier assigned to Task
and a U.S. contractor was among Force Baghdad was killed when
those wounded, a U.S. mili- a patrol hit a roadside bomb
tary statement said. U.S. forces Sunday. At least 2,129 members
of the U.S. military
rushed to the scene
have died since the
to provide assistance,
"One
of
the
beginning of the Iraq
the statement said.
war, according to
suicide
The military initially
an Associated Press
said the bombers
bombers
count.
were women but later
The attack at the
detonated
retracted the statepolice
academy
ment
near
a
group
came on a second
"We were sitting
of students day of testimony in
in the yard when
Saddam Hussein
we heard an explooutside a the
trial.
sion," said police
classroom." The video broadMaj. Wisam al-Heyali.
cast on Al-Iazeera
"Seconds later, we
TASK FORCE,
showed a blond,
were hit by another
BAGHDAD
Western-looking man
explosion as we were
sitting with his hands
running. I saw some
tied beliind his back.
of my colleagues falling down
and I felt my hand hit, but I kept The video also bore the logo of
the Islamic Army in Iraq and
on running."
Police Capt. Jalil Abdul-qadir showed a U.S. passport and an
said the death toll was 43, includ- identification card.
If true, the man would become
ing seven policewomen. At least
73 people were wounded, includ- the second American taken hosing six policewomen. He said all tage in the last two weeks. A U.S.
of them were officers or students citizen was among four peace
activists taken hostage on Nov.
at the academy.
U.S. forces initially placed the 27 by a group calling itself the
Swords of Righteousness. Two
death toll at 27.
"One of the suicide bomb- Canadians and a Briton were also
ers detonated near a group of part of that group.

BAGHDAD. Iraq — A woman
testified yesterday from behind
a screen — her voice disguised
but her weeping still apparent
— that she was assaulted and
tortured with beatings and electric shocks by Saddam Hussein's
agents in the trial of the former
president and seven lieutenants.
Saddam sat stone-faced, taking notes on a pad of paper,
as tile woman, known only as
"Witness A," told the court how
she and dozens of other families
from the town of Dujail were
arrested in a crackdown after
a 1982 assassination attempt
against Saddam.
"1 was forced to take off my
clothes, and he raised my legs
up and tied up my hands He
continued administering electric shocks and beating me," she
said of Wadah al-Sheik, an Iraqi
intelligence officer who died of
cancer last month.
Several times, the woman
— hidden behind a light blue
curtain — broke down. "God
is great. Oh, my Lord!" she
moaned, her voice electronically
deepened and distorted.
She strongly suggested she
had been raped, but did not
say so outright. When Chief
ludge Rizgar Mohammed Amin
asked her about the "assault,"
she said: "I was beaten up and
tortured by electrical shocks."
The witness, who was 16 at
the time of her arrest, repeated
that she had been ordered to
undress.
"I begged them, but they hit
with their pistols," she said.
"They made me put my legs
up. There were five or more,
and they treated me like a banquet."
"Is that what happens to the
virtuous woman that Saddam
speaks about?" she wept,
prompting the judge to advise
her to stick to the facts.
When asked by the judge
which of the defendants she
wanted to accuse, "Witness A"
identified Saddam. "When so
many people are jailed and tor-

tured, who lakes such a decision?" she said.
She later quoted a security
officer as telling her "you arc
luck)' to be at the Mukhabarat
(center] and remain a virgin."
She also said that many fellow
female detainees lost tiieir virginity to security guards.
The measures taken to preserve the woman's anonymity
complicated the testimony.
At first, defense attorneys
complained they could not
hear her because of ihe voice
distortion. The judge then
ordered the voice modulator
shut off, but then the audience could not hear at all, so
Amin ordered a recess, and the
modulator was fixed, allowing
all to hear.
Defense attorneys insisted
on questioning the witness
face to face and demanded
that the defendants should
also see her. So after she
gave her testimony for over
an hour, Amin ordered the
session closed to the public,
pulling screens in front of the
press and visitors gallery and
cut the sound.
Later, a second woman
Stelan Zaklin
took the stand, identified as DEMANDING i Saddam Hussein gestures during his trial held under tight
"Witness B." She said she was security in Baghdad's heavily fortified Green Zone.
74 years old and recounted
around the world.
to a desert facility outside the
how her family was arrested in
Saddam and the others are southern city of Samawah.
1981 — a year before the Dujail
on trial for the killing of more
At the Dujail facility, she said
incident.
Until that point in her tes- than 140 Shiites in the town of she was thrown into a room
timony, her voice was modu- Dujail north of Baghdad and with red walls and ceiling in an
lated. But again, the judge could be executed by hanging intelligence department builddecided it wasn't working prop- if convicted. Monday's session ing and that prisoners were
was a stormy one, as given only bread and water to
erly. The system
Saddam repeatedly eat.
was turned off "There were
"I could not even eat because
slood to challenge the
and all of the elec- <tronic feeds from five Or mOK judge and witnesses.
of the torture," she said.
At Abu Ghraib, the guards
Bui yesterday, the
the court room
and they
ousted leader and stripped one of her male relacut, including to
treated
his former officials tives, a deaf mute, and tied a
the press gallery,
before the witness
me like a were mostly silent, rope K> his genitals, pulling
intently as him into the cells where the
could explain the
banquet." listening
women were kept, she said.
"Witness A" spoke.
relevance of a 1981
She described four Insects were everywhere — in
arrest.
years in Saddam's cells and on their clothes, she
Witnesses have
"WITNESS A"
prisons after she said, adding that Inmates used
the option of
and other families prison blankets to make undernot having their
identities revealed as a secu- were swept up in Dujail fol- wear and fashioned shoes out
rity measure to protect them lowing the shooting attack on of cardboard and strings.
She said one of her relatives
against reprisals by Saddam Saddam's motorcade. She said
loyalists. The first two witness- she was held and tortured at a wanted to give birth in jail.
es — both men who took the detention facility there before "The baby was out When some
stand Monday — allowed their being taken to the notorious women tried to help her, the
names to be announced and Abu Ghraib prison outside guards prevented them," and
their pictures to be transmitted Baghdad. later they were taken the baby died, she said.
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PEARL HARBOR ATTACK REMEMBERED TODAY
PEARL HARBOR, Hawaii (AP) — Survivors of the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor 64 years ago were
expected to join sailors, community leaders and
guest', today in observance of the anniversary of the
assault. The crowd is to observe a moment of silence
at 7:55 a.m. — the moment the attack began in 1941.

Torturing terror
suspects justified
Poll shows most

Americans say abuse
is OK in rare instances
By W* tester
TH(

AS S0CIATC D PRESS

WASHINGTON
—
Most
\mericans and a majority of
people ill Britain. France and
south Korea say torturing terrorism suspects is justilied at least
in rare instances, according to
\P -Ipsos polling.
I he United Stales has drawn
criticism from human rights
groups and many govern
ments, especially in Europe,
for its treatment of terror suspects. President Bush and other
top officials have said the U.S.
does not torture, but some
suspects in American custody

have alleged they were victims
of severe mistreatment.
The polling, in the United
States and eight of its closest
allies, found (hat in Canada,
Mexico and Germany people
are divided on whether torture
is ever justified. Most people
opposed torture under any circumstances in Spain and Italy.
"I don't think we should go
out and string everybody up by
their thumbs until somebody
talks. But if there is definitely a
good reason to get an answer,
we should do whatever it takes,"
said Billy Adams, a retiree from
Tomball, Texas.
In America, 61 percent of
those surveyed agreed torture is justified at least on rare
POLL PAGE 9
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NATION
Accused professor acquitted
Patriot Act gives
government power
to break down a wall
By Mitch Stacy
TH£ ASS0CIA1E0 PRESS

TAMPA. 11a. — In a stinging
defeat for prosecutors, a former
Florida professor accused of
helping lead a terrorist group
that has carried out suicide
bombings against Israel was
acquitted on nearly half the
charges against him yesterday,
and the jury deadlocked on the
rest.
The case against Sami AlArian. 47, had been seen as
one of the biggest courtroom
tests yet of the Patriot Act's
expanded search-and-surveillance powers.
After a five-month trial and
13 days of deliberations, the
jury acquitted Al-Arian of
eight of the 17 counts against
him, including a key charge
of conspiring to maim and
murder people overseas. The
jurors deadlocked on the
others, including charges he
aided terrorists.
Al-Arian,
a
former
University of South Florida
computer engineering professor, wept after the verdicts, and his attorney, Linda
Moreno hugged him. He will
return to jail until prosecutors
decide whether to retry him
on the deadlocked charges.
Two co-defendants, Sameeh
Hammoudeh and Ghassan
Zayed Ballut, were acquitted
of all charges. A third, I latem
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Chris O'Mura AP Photo
HAPPY ENDING: Nahla Al-Arian, right, wile of Sami Al-Arian. after Sami
Al-Arian was acquitted on a key terrorist charge in Tampa, Florida.

Officials brace for riots after Hurricane Katrina
Shortage of supplies
leads to problems
in Mississippi
By Lara Jakes Ionian
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Naji Fariz, was found not guilty
on 24 counts, and jurors deadlocked on the remaining eight.
The U.S. Justice Department
had no immediate comment.
Federal prosecutors said
Sami Al-Arian and his codefendants acted as the
communications arm of the
Palestinian Islamic Jihad.
spreading the word and raising money that went toward
the suicide attacks that have
killed hundreds.
Al-Arian was considered
one of the most important terrorist figures to be brought to
trial in the United States since
the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks. His
indictment in 2003 was hailed
by then-Attorney General lolin
Ashcroft as one of the first triumphs of the Patriot Act, which
was enacted in the weeks after
Sept. 11.
The Patriot Act gave the
government greatly expanded
powers and broke down the
wall between foreign intelligence investigations and
domestic law enforcement.
In the Al-Arian case, officials
said, it allowed separate FBI
investigations — one of them
a year long secret foreign intelligence probe of the professor's
activities — to be combined
and all the evidence used
against him.
Al-Arian, a Palestinian who
was born in Kuwait, has lived
in the United States since 1975.
He was granted permanentresident status in 1989 and

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Facing a
growing body count and shortages of food, water and ice, federal emergency officials braced
for riots in Mississippi in the days
following Hurricane Katrina,
new documents reveal.

Federal
Emergency
Management Agency officials
knew their response system had
been shattered by the Aug. 29
storm and were unable to provide fast help — even when the
needs were obvious.
"This is unlike what we have
seen before," William Carwile,
FEMA's former top responder
in Mississippi, said in a Sept.
1 e-mail to officials at the
agency's headquarters. He was
describing difficulties in get-

ting body bags and refrigerated trucks to Hancock County,
Miss., which was badly damaged by the storm.
Carwile wrote that he personally authorized I lancock County
to buy refrigeration trucks
because "the coroner was going
to have to start putting bodies
out in the (larking lot."
The next day, in another email to headquarters about substandard levels of food, water
and ice being distributed in

Mississippi, Carwile reported,
"System appears broken."
In a Sept. 1 exchange, FEMA
regional response official Robert
Fcnton warned headquarters
thai the expected levels of water
and ice being sent were far below
what was needed.
"Ifwegetthequantitiesinyour
report tomorrow we will have
serious riots," Fenton wrote.
Responding, Carwile wrote:
KATRINA, PAGE 9
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Government
lacks proof to
indict professor
PROFESSOR, FROM PAGE 8

denied U.S. citizenship in 1996.
He was fired from the university
shortly after he was indicted.
The federal jury heard from
80 government witnesses and
listened to often-plodding testimony about faxes and wiretapped phone calls.
The government alleged that
the defendants were part of a
Tampa terrorist cell that took the
lead in determining the structure and goals of the Palestinian
Islamic Jihad, which the State
Department has listed as a terrorist group.
Prosecutors said Al-Arian and
other members of the terrorist
organization used the university
to give them cover as teachers
and students, and held meetings
under the guise of academic
conferences.
Prosecutor Cherie Krigsman
likened the Palestinian Islamic
lihad to the Mafia and named
Al-Arian as one of its "crime
bosses," like TVs Tony Soprano.
The defendants said that
although they were vocal advocates in the United States for
the Palestinian cause and may
have celebrated news of the
terrorist group's attacks, the
government had no proof that
they planned or knew about
any violence. They said the
money they raised and sent to
the Palestinian territories was
for legitimate charities.
Al-Arian's attorney, William
Moffit, said the professor was
being persecuted for espousing
unpopular opinions that should
be protected under the First
Amendment.
"Any discussion of Sami AlArian being the most powerful
man in the PI) is fantasy." Moffitt
saidin hisclosingargument. "He
never had control of the money,
he never made any decisions."
The case was built on hundreds of pages of transcripts
of wiretapped phone calls and
faxes, records of money moving
through accounts, documents
seized from the defendants'
homes and offices, and theirown
words on video. At times, the
participants appeared to speak
glowingly of the Palestinian
"martyrs" who carried out suicide attacks.
The jury also heard from the
father of Alisa Flatow, a New
Jersey student killed in a 1995
bus bombing carried out by the
terrorist group in Gaza.
Five others indicted in the
case, including Al-Arian's
brother-in-law, have not been
arrested. The brother-in-law was
deported in 2002, and the others
also are out of the country.
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Poll shows most oppose secret interrogations
POLL. FROM PAGE 8

occasions. Almost nine in 10
in South Korea and just over
half in France and Britain felt
that way.
Accusations of torture,
reports of secret CIA prisons
in Eastern Europe and claims
of shadowy flights carrying
terror suspects have further
strained U.S. relations with
some European countries.
Mariella Salvi, who works for
a humanitarian organization
in Rome, said: "Human beings,
as well a» their rights, have to
be defended, no matter what
individuals are suspected of, or
charged for."
The disagreements make
cooperation on law enforcement and counterterror-

ism more difficult, said Lee
Feinstein of the Council on
Foreign Relations, a group of
scholars and other specialists
in foreign policy.
During a visit to Germany
yesterday, Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice was peppered with questionsabout U.S.
anti-terrorism policies, including the five-month detention
of Lebanese-born Khaled alMasri and reports of secret CIA
prisons and use of European
airports and airspace to move
terror suspects. German
Chancellor Angela Merkel said
the United States had admitted making a mistake in the
case of al-Masri, a German
who contended in a lawsuit in
Alexandria, Va., yesterday that
he was wrongfully imprisoned

by the CIA and tortured.
Officials with the European
Union and in at least a halfdozen European countries are
investigating reports of secret
U.S. interrogations in Eastern
Europe.
Rice aggressively defended
U.S. tactics against terrorism
as tough but legal. She has
refused to comment publicly
on the reports of secret CIA
prisons.
In the poll, about two-thirds
of the people living in Canada,
Mexico, South Korea and Spain
said they would oppose allowing U.S. officials to secretly
interrogate terror suspects
in their countries. Almost
that many in Britain, France,
Germany and Italy said they
felt the same way. Almost two-

thirds in the United States support such interrogations in the
U.S. by their own government.
The Bush administration has
taken the position that some
terrorism suspects are "enemy
combatants" not protected by
the Geneva Conventions, international treaties on the rights
of prisoners of war.
"The Bush administration
policy is against torture of any
kind; it's prohibited by federal
criminal law," said lohn Yoo,
a University of CaliforniaBerkeley, law professor. As a
Justice Department lawyer, he
helped write internal memos
in 2002 designed to give the
government more leeway in
aggressive questioning of terror suspects.
"The debate is whether you

can use interrogation methods that are short of torture,"
he said. "Some who have been
critical of the Bush administration have confused torture with
cruel, inhumane treatment."
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz„
is among those pushing to ban
the use of torture as well as
"cruel and inhumane treatment." His legislation was
approved in the Senate by a
wide margin and will be considered in House and Senate
conference committees as an
amendment on two defense
bills.
The polls of about I, 000 adults
in each of the nine countries
were conducted between Nov.
15 and Nov. 28. Bach poll had a
margin of sampling error of plus
or minus :i percentage points.

FEMA undergoes internal review
SpongeBob helps
with health for kids
KATRIN*. FROM PAGE 8

Panel of scientists
hears food industry
on their marketing
By Ubtiy QuaW
THE ASSOCIHUO PRESS

WASHINGTON
(AP) —
SpongeBob SquarePants and
characters like him should
promote only healthy food for
kids, a panel of scientists said
yesterday.
Food marketing strongly
influences what children eat,
the Institute of Medicine said
in a comprehensive review
of scientific evidence on the
issue. Overwhelmingly, food
and drinks marketed to kids
are high in calories and low in
nutrition, the report said.
"It's putting our children
at risk," said panel member
Ellen A. Wartella, psychology
professor at the University of
California, Riverside.
Thereportsaidthefoodindustry should spend its marketing
dollars on nutritious food and
drinks — and that characters
such as SpongeBob, animated
star of the Nickelodeon cable
TV network, should endorse
only good-for-you food.
Some children's advocacy
groups said the recommendations don't go far enough and
called for a ban on junk food
marketing to children.
"If marketing to children
affects their food choices, then
it's time to stop marketing to
them," said Susan Linn, a psychiatry instructor at Harvard
Medical School who helped

found the Campaign for a
Commercial-Free Childhood.
The report said evidence is
limited on whether TV advertising directly causes obesity
in children. Still, the evidence
was compelling enough to
call for a concerted effort to
change the nature of foods
being marketed to children,
panel members said.
The panel said marketing
has grown more sophisticated,
evolving beyond TV commercials to Internet games, coupons and store events, placement in supermarkets and
organized word-of-mouth
campaigns.
The panel said growth in
new food products targeted to
kids has been huge, from 52 in
1994 to nearly 500 introduced
last year.
Obesity rates have tripled
over the past 40 years for kids
and adolescents from ages 6
through 19, raising their risk of
risks of type 2 diabetes and a
range of other diseases.
Food and beverage companies said they've taken many
steps the committee recommended, making products
healthier, shrinking some
package sizes and touting
healthy lifestyles.
The growth in the food and
beverage industry is in healthier foods," said Richard Martin,
spokesman for the Grocery
Manufacturers Association.
'There's been a sea change in
the last couple of years, and
I don't think that's very wellreflected in this report."

"Turns out this report is true....
There seems to be no way we
will get commoditiesinamounts
beyond those indicated below.
And it turns out these shortfalls
were known much earlier in the
day and we were not informed.
"Will need big time law
enforcement reinforcements
tomorrow," Carwile's e-mail
continued. "All our good will
here in MS will be very seriously
impacted by noon tomorrow.
Have been holding it together
as it is."
The eight pages of correspondence among FEMA officials,
provided Monday by a special
House committee investigating
the government response to the
storm, followed the release last
week by Louisiana Gov. Kathleen
Blanco of more than 100,000
documents. Taken together, the
details from both states provide
evidence of a system in disarray.
The House Government
Reform Committee, chaired
by Rep, Tom Davis, R-Va., is
reviewing hundreds of thousands of documents from local,
state and federal officials who
were involved in the disaster

relief effort.
The committee held a hearing
yesterday to examine whether
race and class issues affected the
government's sluggish response.
The hearing was requested by
Rep Cynthia McKinney, D-Ga.,
one of the few Democrats to participate in the investigation after
their party leaders decided to
boycott the inquiry, which they
believe should be done by an
independent commission.
The Louisiana documents
released Friday revealed delays
and state claims that requests
for federal help weren't received,
and reflected partisan battling
between the Republican Bush
administration and Blanco, a
Democrat
The Mississippi documents,
though only a handful were
released, showed no political tensions between local
officials and Washington. But
FEMA officials in the state were
among the first to admit that
needs weren't being met.
"Gulfport Ms only has enough
commodities for roughly three
hours distribution IWednesdayl,"
FEMA deputy chief of staff Scott
Morris wrote in an e-mail sent at
11:46 pm. Aug 31. "Apparently,

the kical law enforcement officials haw allowed evacuees back
into city."
Replying to Carwile's e-mail
about body bag shortages. Scott
wrote: "let me know how I can
help 24 / 7 whatever you need."
The House committee will
hold another hearing today
focusing on the response
in Mississippi. Carwile and
Republican Gov. Haley Barbour
are scheduled to testify.
"These exchanges point once
again to problems of coordination and communication —
unfortunately, a recurring theme
throughout our investigation,"
said committee spokesman
Robert White.
FEMA spokeswoman Nicol
Andrews said the agency is
undergoing an internal review
for changes as ordered by
Homeland Security Secretary
Michael Chertoff.
"One of the things we have
learned is that our logistic resources weren't up to the task, and the
technology that we were using
wasn't up to the task" Andrews
said. Chenoff "has said that one
of his priorities is retooling FEMA
and, as part of that, making it a
21st century agency."

Campbell Hill Townhouses
Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a home only TWO BLOCKS from
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question.
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes,
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the
living room.
All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST. Extra
amenities included in select units are French double doors, washers/
dryers, basement patios, ceramic tile floors, and microwaves.

INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE
1000's OF TIRES IN STOCK AND SALE PRICED

1

MECHANICAL C0,L CHANGE

TIRE SAVINGS

'VSfyink I -HSU *

The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom
townhouses start at $180.00 per person for five people and
two bedroom townhouses range from $183.75 (4 people)
to $245.00 (3 people). We dare you to compare- the
competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up today
for the best deal in town!
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available
apartments and houses and layouts of our most popular units.

ALIGNMENT || with Tire Rotation*;
L .— .T^r ■. ..■
•On ANY Radiator Ruin.
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Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

-<^K

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419) 352-0717
Find More Coupons 8 thetircm.in.com

Check out our website www.greenbriarrenals.com
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Roos inducted into
Davidson Hall of Fame

December 7,
2005

BGSU associate head coach
Jennifer Roos will he inducted
into the Davidson College
Athletics Hall of Fame. Roos, part
of the four-member class, will be
honored on Ian. 29,2006.
The 1993 Davidson graduate,
is in her fifth season on the BGSU
women's basketball staff, and
her second as an associate head
coach. Roos is in charge of the
Falcon defense, and also serves
as the team's recruiting coordinator.

College ID Night
begins at Cavs games
The Cavaliers are holding
College Nights for games in
December and January to enable
students that are on winter break
the chance to get to The Q to see
the Cavs in action. Students with
a valid college I.D. can purchase
any $35 or S25 seat for only $15.
College nights arc Tuesday.
December 13 vs. Atlanta,
Thursday, December 15 vs.
Denver. Tuesday. December 20
vs. Utah, Thursday, lanuary 5 vs.
Houston, and Tuesday, lanuary
10 vs. New York.

Not many
student
athletes
graduate
€r\ TIM
■ DAHLBER6
^r TfieAssoaiUedPnss
Richard liipchick isn't about to
start celebrating, because it's way
too early. Too many college athletes still don't get their diplomas
particularly if they are black.
Still, there was something different this time — something
even slightly upbeat — when
Lapchick issued his usual gloom
.mil doom numbers about the
graduation rates of America's best
college football teams.
You wouldn't know it by the
numbers themselves. They tell
the sad tale that 23 of the 56
teams playing in postseason
bowls likely won't graduate even
half their players.
lust as troubling is that race
remains a factor when it comes
to who receives a sheepskin.
White players are far more likely
to get a degree than blacks at
most schools for reasons that
have never been fully explained.
Lapchick has been studying
these numbers for the better pan
of a decade now as pan of his
job as director of the Institute for
Diversity and Ethics in Sport at
the University of Central Florida
His mission is to draw attention
to the issues, and search for ways
to solve them.
I le's done a pretty good job
with the attention pan. largely by
using the NCAAs own numbers
to highlight the fact that coaches
generally do a crummy job when
it comes to making sure athletes
who will never make a dime as a
pro at least have an education to
fall back on.
lust this spring, he pointed
out that 42 of the 6"> teams in
the NCAA basketball tournament didn't graduate half their
players. Two universities — LSU
and Minnesota—somehow
managed not to graduate an
incoming basketball freshman in
lOyears.
Solving the graduation issue
has proven a lot trickier. For more
years than Lapchick would want
to count, coaches could grind
through players without worrying much about what happened
in the classroom.
Sure, they had to keep athletes
eligible. But there were (wink,
wink) special classes to make
sure that happened.
At Georgia a few years ago, for
example, assistant basketball
coach lim Harrick Ir. taught a
class called Coaching Principles
and Strategies of Basketball.
The final exam—make that
the only exam — consisted of
20 questions that tested the
student's knowledge of, what else,
basketball. Among the tougher
questions were:
GRADUATION. PAGF 11
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Falcons dominate Duquesne
Women join the
elite and maintain
undefeated status
By Sean Corp
to11oH
The women's basketball team
is an elite group of athletes and
with last night's 76-51 throttling
of Duquesne they have joined
elite company.
The Falcons are now 6-0 and
are tied with the best record
in franchise history. The team
has only reached that plateau
two times in the program's history — in 1974-75 and again in
1988-89.
"I'm not a big in-season record person because
when it is all said and done
it doesn't mean a lot," said
coach Curt Miller after the
Falcon's victory. "But, I am
proud for these kids that they
will always be considered in
the record books as tying the
best stan in program history.
"It's a great honor to be mentioned in the same breath with
some of those outstanding BG
teams in the past."
Although the players were
also not trying to get caught
up in the record, they were
obviously proud of what they
had accomplished thus far
this season.
"I hope it continues," said
Kate Achter, who contributed
10 points and eight assists on
the night.
"The 6-0 start is amazing."
said forward Ali Mann. "We
couldn't ask for anything better."
And the coach couldn't ask
for much more from his team.
Miller said that he felt like
you couldn't dream up as good
a result as the Falcons delivered against a Duquesne team
that he said was "a tremendous
team that is going to win a lot of
games this year."
The key is the competitive
fire that both the team and
coach possess.
"I love this team because
they hate to lose and they
love to compete," said Miller.
"I am a coach who hates to
lose. We have a nice combination because we're all so
competitive.
"I love coaching competitive players because they're
not happy when they don't
play well regardless of what the
score is."
Another reason for the hot
stan Is the incredible balance on
the Falcons roster. Going into
the game they had four players averaging double figures in
points. Against Duquesne they
had all 11 players play at least
10 minutes and nine players
scored five points or more.
"Our team chemistry |is
great I," said Mann. "Off the
floor we're great friends, on the
floor we're great friends and we
work hard everyday."
So far this season that hard
work has paid off and put the
Falcoas in the record books.

SPORIS

Josh Phillips BGItem

OVER POWERING: Ah Mann led the Falcons with 14 points and 11 rebounds. The Falcons out-rebounded the Dukes by seven. In the meeting last
season the Dukes were able to out-rebound the Falcons by 14 — making a 21 rebound differential between the two games.

BG out-rebounds, out-muscles foe blowout
By Jessica Ameling
SPORIS REPORTER

What began as a close game
for the BG women's basketball
team, ended in another Falcon
domination. The 76-51 win
over Duquesne bumps BG to
6-0, tied for the best start in the
hislory of the program.
Last year Duquesne handed
BG one of its eight losses in a
physical 68-63 game in which
the Falcons were out-rebounded by 14. This year the Falcons
returned the favor and out-

muscled the Dukes
effort with 14 points,
to a 41-34 rebound
11 rebounds and a 7for-8 effort from the
advantage and a 3816 points in the paint
stripe. Liz llonegger
contributed 13 and
advantage.
"Last year when
Kate Achter and Carin
we played them we
Home both chipped
were definitely over-,
in 10. The fifth starter,
whelmed by their
Casey McDowell, went
LINDSEY
physical play," Kate GOLDSBERRY down with a mild MCI.
Achter said. "One of
sprain with less than
the main points to the game two minutes to go in the half.
tonight was we had to be physiFreshman
Lindscy
cal."
Goldsberry stepped in to finAli Mann led a balanced team ish McDowell's 3-point play,

and two Mann free-throws
and an Achter jumper later, the
Falcons found themselves up
38-25 at the half.
Goldsberry provided another spark of the bench earlier in
the half with by converting a
steal to a 3-point play.
"She's a coach's daughter,
so she's very smart out there,"
Miller said of Goldsberry.
"The surprising thing for us is
that she has been a very good
B-BALL.PAGEU

Hot stove heating up with winter meetings
Burnett gets huge
$55 million deal from
Toronto Blue Jays
By Ronald Blum
r HE

»SSOCI»IE0 PRESS

DALLAS — The Toronto Blue
Jays emerged as baseball's new
big spender, agreeing to a $55
million, five-year contract with
pitcher A.J. Burnett yesterday.
One week after giving reliever
B.l. Ryan a $47 million, five-year
deal, the splurging Blue lays

landed the top starting pitcher
on the free-agent market, one
they hope will help them compete with the New York Yankees
and Boston Red Sox in the AL
East.
"Sooner, rather than later,
we're going to see a new team on
top there," Burnett said.
On the second day of the
winter meetings, the Los
Angeles Dodgers filled the
last open manager's job in the
major leagues, hiring former
Boston manager Grady Little,

still blamed by Red Sox fans for
leaving in Pedro Martinez too
long in Game 7 of the 2003 AL
championship series.
"That's New England and it's
Boston," Uttle said. "All they
want to do is win, and that's all
we were trying to do."
On the trade front, the San
Francisco Giants sent righthander LaTroy Hawkins to the
Baltimore Orioles.
The Cincinnati Reds reached
a preliminary agreement to
send first baseman Sean Casey

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COWSPORTS

to the Pittsburgh Pirates for lefthander Dave Williams, a deal
subject to physicals.
There also was talk the San
Diego Padres would deal third
baseman Sean Burroughs to the
Tampa Bay Devil Rays for righthander Dewon Hi a/el I oi i
Among free agents, Cleveland
v.os negotiating with closer
Trevor Hoffman and the Seattle
Mariners were said to be talking with Kevin Millwood. San
Diego improved its proposal to
retain Hoffman, offering a deal

with a 20O8 option that could
become guaranteed under certain conditions.
Designated hitter Mike Piazza
appears to be attracting interest from the Los Angeles Angels,
Seattle and Minnesota. Shortstop
Rafael Furcal's $39 million, threeyear agreement with the Dodgers
could be finalized Wednesday.
Officials of the New York Mets
had a meeting with the Boston
Red Sox on Monday and disBASEBALL.PAGt 11
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Falcon freshmen provide an offensive spark
B-BALl. FROM PAGE 10

defender for us. She gels the
most deflections on the team
and with last year graduating
our defensive stopper in Tenee
Lewis, she has really sparked
us defensively off the bench in a
pleasant surprise."
A few minutes later,
Goldsberry'sclassmate.Iasminc
McCall brought the fans to their
feet with a behind-the-back
dish to Honegger.
"That was a tremendous
play by Jazz and they both gave
us tremendous effort," Achter
said of the freshmen. "That
is why coach Miller recruited
them, because he knew they
would do that for us night in

and night out."
"Jasmine McCall is just a special athlete and a really special player," Miller added. "She
is still at times playing in fifth
gear when she should be playing in fourth gear. I think our
fans see her explosivencss and
see the potential that she has."
BG claimed its largest lead
of the game. 66-32, with 7:39
to go in the second half, allowing every player to get at least
10 minutes of playing time.
All 10 Falcons had at least four
points in a 50.9 percent shooting effort.
"We got tremendous quality minutes from our bench
tonight," Miller said. "They
always come in there and spark

"That is why coach
Miller recruited
them, because he
knew they would do
that for us night in
and night out."
KATE ACHTER, SOPHOMORE

you. but they don't always play
the consecutive minutes they
got tonight. So learning to play
tired is always great for our
bench and with another Injury we're down to ten players.
Everyone is going to have to
play and it is important to get
everyone minutes when you
can."

Even with less playing time
than usual, the starters didn't
disappoint. Honegger went
6-for-8 from the field, pulled
down five boards and had two
steals. Achter had a team-high
eight assists to go with her 5-for8 shooting effort.
locelyn
Chandler
led
Duquesne with 11. and the
lalcons held the Dukes' star,
Aiga Bautre to seven.
"She is one of the elite scorers
in the country," Miller said of
Bautre. "As a basketball person,
I wish our fans could have seen
her play more."
BG's smothering man defense
held Duquesne to 32.7 percent
shooting and forced 16 turn-

"They missed a lot of shots
that they were capable of making and we capitalized on those
misses," Mann said. "Coach
always talks about when u team
is down, when you h have them
beat, you've got to put the dagger in them and keep them
down and that's what we did."
The Falcons hit the road for
their next five games, returning
to Anderson Arena Ian. 7.
They will head south to play
Florida International Saturday,
where they hope to hold on to
their undefeated start.
"I hope it continues," Achter
said. That's all I have to say
about that. We have been playing good team basketball and
you can't ask for more."

Tony Gutierrez AP Photo

FITTING IN: Pitcher A.J. Burnett tries on his Toronto Blue Jays team jersey and cap at a press conference
during the winter baseball meetings yesterday in Dallas.

Big deals on the burner in Dallas
BASEBALL.FROM PAGE 10

cussed Manny Ramirez. The
Mets are waiting for the Red Sox
to get back to them with what it
would take to put together a deal
for the 2004 World Series MVR
who wants out of Boston.
Mets general manager Omar
Minaya also called New York
pitcher Kris Benson to discuss
trade rumors.
"I'm getting calls on him,"
Minaya said. "His name is out
there. It's a hot name right now."
Houston Astros officials said
they wouldn't decide until today
whether to offer salary arbitration
to 43-year-old Roger Clemens,
who hasn't decided whether to
retire or pitch next year. If the
seven-time Cy Young Award winner isn't offered arbitration by
the 11 p.m. deadline, he couldn't
re-sign with his hometown team
until May 1.
"It's a gut-wrenching, agonizing decision," Astros general
manager Tim Purpura said.
"From a talent point of view, I
don't want to. lose him. I also
realize we need to improve our
clubs. It's very difficult for me to

move forward in doing that if I
have such uncertainty."
Also, the Red Sox said that
37-year-old first baseman John
Olerud, who became a free agent
after the season, has decided to
retire.
Toronto hasn't finished first in
the AL East since winning the
1993 World Series. General manager J.P Ricciarjli. given a threeyear contract extension through
2010 yesterday, has been aggressive in his pursuit of pitching.
Baseball officials believe the
deals for Burnett and Ryan are
the first five-year contracts given
to pitchers since Chan Ho Park's
$65 million deal widi Texas on
Dec. 22, 2001. Ricciardi said he
wasn't worried about the contract length because Burnett and
Ryan are under 30.
"One thing about the freeagent game is if you're going
to get in it. you can't get in it
halfway," Ricciardi said. "Either
you're going to be a player or
you're not."
Burnett followed losh Beckett,
Mike Lowell, Carlos IX'Igado,
Luis Castillo and Paul Lo Duca
out of Florida, where die Marlins

LISTINGS AVAILABLE
FOR 2006-2007
SCHOOL YEAR

are cutting payroll because they
haven't gotten funding for a new
ballpark.
Marlins president David
Samson visited San Antonio yesterday as part of a preliminary
search for a possible new home
for the team. Samson saiil the city
was the first slop on a tour that
will last three to five months.
"We're not a free-agent pitcher.
We're a team looking for a right
fit," Samson said.
BumM is a 28-ycar-old righthander with a 98 mph fastball.
and he also was pursued by St.
Louis — however, the Cardinals
offered only four years.
I le had a 49-50 career record
with the Marlins, missing
almost all of the 2003 season.
He returned following reconstructive elbow surgery and
was 12-12 with a 3.44 BRA last
season. Florida banished him
during the final week after he
criticized manager lack McKeon
and coaches.
"Sometimes there's personality conflicts," Toronto manager
John Gibbons said. "He was
frustrated. Things were said he
probably regrets."

— How many halves are in a
college basketball game?
— flow many points does a
3-point field goal account for
in a basketball game?
Keeping players eligible, of
course, lias always been in a
coach's best interest. That's
why players are coddled by
academic advisers and often
shuffled into the easiest classes
on campus.
< iiadiiating them is another
matter because, at many
schools, it never mattered to
anyone.
That's all changing now
because the NCAA finally
has taken a stand. And that
has Lapchick feeling a little
better about his newest
numbers, even if they're still
not very good.
"It's the first ray of hope," he
says." I ve been saying for a
long time dial until we impose
sanctions these things aren't
going to change."
The sanctions were a long
time coming, and won't go
into effect until new numbers
are compiled by the NCAA
early next year. But they have
gotten the attention of coaches
and athletic directors because
they hit where it hurts most
— by taking away scholarships.
The details are buried in a
jumble of figures and almost
take a college degree to
understand. Basically what
the NCAA has done, though,
is set a goal that coaches in
each sport have to graduate
at least 50 percent of their
players or start shedding
scholarship spots.
With the NCAA suddenly
yielding a big stick, coaches
not only will have to keep
their players working toward
degrees, but will have to
think twice about recruiting
players who don't plan to
stay in school more than a
season or two.

Travel
WebllWI Low
Prices guaranteed Book 11 people,
1
gel 12th trip tree Group discounts
tor6»www.SprlnqBreaKDIicounti
com or www.LelsureToun.com or
800-838-8202
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE1

5 Days From $299' Includes Meals,
Taxes. Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events. Beach Parties With Celebrities As Seen On Real World. Road
Rules! On Campus Reps Needed1
promocode: 32
www SpnngBreakTravel com
1-800 678-6386

Graduation should
be vital for athletes
GRADUATION, FROM PAGE 10
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"Up until this year, you could
have gone decades without
graduating a single student athlete and there would have been
no consequences in the NX AA
strucnire," Lapchick said "This
is the first time there is a consequence for not doing what you
promised young student athletes
to do when you brought them in
the door, and that is to give them
an education."
The free ride is about over, llie
numbers next year will either l>e
better, or the rosters will definitely
be smaller.

CANCUN. ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From S4991 Travel With America's
Largest & Ethics Award Winning
Spring Break Company! Fly Scheduled Airlines. Free Meals. Drinks.
Biggest Celebrity Parlies' On-Campus Marketing Reps Needed'

promocode: 32
wwwSpnngBreakTravel.com

I -800 678-6386
Wanted
Need graduation tickets.
Will pay it necessary.
Call Chris 419/601-1234
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WBGU-PBS showcases
student and faculty artwork
from Bowling Green State University's
School of Art

Thursday, 'tfyeemlw 8. at 8 pro
f riday. Member 9. at 9 pm
Saturday, ©eeerober to. at 12:30 pm
Cer amic and hand-blown glass created by BGSU fact Ity
will be awarded to the highest bidder
Mak e your bid online at wbgu.org or call 1 -800-410-27 27.
Deadline for final bids is
Saturday. December 10th at 2:30 pm.
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Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great Locations.
We have Efficiencies
1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms.
3 Bedrooms, Duplexes & Houses
Pickup a list of available houses and
apartments at the rental office.
(across from Taco Bell)
«L

Listings available for Spring Semester 2006 *
Everything is reasonably priced and
we are even open on Saturday.
Hours:
M-F 8:30- 5:30
Sat 8:30- 4:30

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
Mrww.iohnnewloverealestate.com
2057 Nap*!... U. ■ lowllni Cr.«i. OM 41402 -419.353.3300- -ww.copf.rk.tiM.wiih.in.1.
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12 Wednesday. December 12005

Help Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix r

Help Wanted

For Rent

Get Paid To Drive a Brand New
Car' Now paying drivers $800
$3200 a month. Pick up your free
car key today, wwwtreecarkey.com

All rentals avail. Aug. 15. 06 1 yr.
lease, all dose to BGSU. several 3
br houses ranging from $750/ mo.
lo $1200/ mo. 2 br apts at $350/
mo. 1 br. apt. at $300/mo. efficiency al $250' mo. All excellent condition, some newly remodeled. Call
419-308-2458 or 419-686-3805

222.

brought to you by \
1

'BARTENDING up to S300'day No
e*p necessary Training provided.

Call 800-965 6520 ext. 174
Director of Christian Education
P.T (20 30 hrs. wk)
First Presbyterian Church. BG
419-352 4176, Edward Fiscus

Wanted: Driver tor semi dump
Must have hazmal insurance.
bonuses, pay based on experience.
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skills a plus, wkends & eves, work
ing w/ the public, no sales, paycom
w' experience, to start ASAP. Calf
Rob or Sue at 843-290 0088.
Perrysburg family needs afterschool child care in our home.
Weekdays 3 45 5.45 and occasional
school holidays starting January.
2006 Mus: h.ive reliable transportation to drive to activities.
Call 419 872-1228
Part-time counter help wanted.
Mornings and afternoons Apply
1204 W. Wooster 419-354-4494

Part lime oftice help wanted for
downtown BG CPA firm. Job will
begin in mid January Knowledge of
Word and Excel helpful. Prefer applicants having one or two courses
m accounting Please e-mail resume
to Charles@Slatercpa.com

The Toledo Mud Hens are looking
for outgoing individuals to entertain
tans during 2006 home games.
Duties include executing on-field
contests, costumed character
work and more Please send
resumes to To 3do Mud Hens.
Ann Game Day Entertainment.
406 Washington St. Toledo. OH
43604. Please, no phone calls.

GREEN MEADOW
APARTMENTS
>;« NAP0LE0NRD.
(419) 3S3-277Z

WINTER BREAK WORK
$17.50 base'appt
Special 1 -5 weeks program, flex
sched . work pt in spring or secure
summer work, all majors welcome.
all ages 17*. cust sales svc .
conditions apply.
Call Today! 419-861 6134

For Rent
"Avail Now & 1st of yr 1. 2. 4 & 6
bedrm aptshouses. great prices ♦
rooms low as $199.00 mo
All next to campus
Call 419-3530325 9am-9pm
"Houses Lg & Sm Avail all next to
campus. 06-07 S.Y (Multiple studs
unrelated OVER 3 ALLOWED! Call
419 353-0325 9am 9pm' Listings
avail 247 at 316 E. Merry #3.

Available next school year 2 -3bdrm
duplexes 1 3 bdrm lg apt 1 -2bdrm
upper apt partially lumished. Available May 15. 419-352-4773
or 419-265-1061

Gas heal paid, new carpet, close to
campus. 2 BR unfurnished. $600/
mo Avail, immed. 419-409-1110.
Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E Washington Street

1 or 2 BR. apt. Close to campus.
Grad student or mature undergrad.
Avail. mid-December

■

419353-1556
2 BR Furnished $585 . dep Avail.
now. paid till Jan lease neg bgsua
partment@yahoo.com next to
BGSU
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1 Throw in cards
5 Ancient sin city
10 Irish Rose's lover
14 __ vincit omnia (love conquers
all)
15 Century plant
16 Browse the Web
17 Palace near Pans
19 Buzz off!
20 Common conjunction
21 Those on the lam

29 Creche figures
30 Future louse
33 Killer whales
34 Walks in water

35 Wildebeest
36 That currency

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
23
25
26
27

Type ot bean
Harbinger
Master
AMA members
Admiral or cabin boy
Gives the eye to
Evans or Earnhardt
Burdened too heavily
Dispatches
Plus feature
Palace in London
"Dies_"
Small newts
Bushy hairdos
H.S. junior's exam
That guy's
Places 'or earrings
Muse of poetry

28 Palace in Vienna
29 Very long skirts
32
34
37
38

Henry VIH's last name 54 Oversupply
57 Rainbow band
In a pensive manner
Anticipates
Chapter of the Koran

40 King of France
41 Affected

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
47
48
50
52

Herring's km
WWII zone
Pine product
Bird droppings
Male progeny
Table scraps
Gabled window
Succinct
Sandwich pocket
Make a hole
Most likely
Table support

55
56
58
59
60

Numbered musical piece
Palace near Madrid
Trig ratio
Select few
Light brown

61 Red coin?
62 Church assembly

63 Fender flaw
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1432 E. Wooiter. BG

(419) 352-4663

Low Monthly Rentals

•dilinry iniliilt-

$375 monthly included utilities.
phone, cable, and furniture.
No Contract.

3-4 Bdrm house for rent. Close to
campus and downtown.

1
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37 Repairs

■

3

1

wynvbgapanmenls.cotn
Quiet tenants preferred

3 BR lg prof, or family house,
excellent location. $895 avail now.
419-352-5689

44 Created a phonograph record
46 VCR button
47 Basil sauce
48 Type of pear
49 Mayberry youngster
51 Deer head?
52 Minute parasites
53 Ment

31 Mindless

ACROSS

24 Actress Christine
26 Landlord

Houses/Apts for 06-07 school year
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office Open 9 -3 M - F

II

"

22 Just manages
23 Paid players

12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
www.highlandmgmt.com
Quiet Tenant's Desired

Call Gary 352-5414

.

■ '

Female Roomate Subleaser
Needed
Jan-May S240 Mo.Unl 841 8th St
Furnished 2BR. 2 baths.LR-Kitchen

419-354 6036

2 bdrm House. W/D hookup,
storage shed. $550/mo. + util.

v

Copper Beech subleaser wanted
Lrg bdrm w/own bathroom.
furnished apt $300»utll.
Chns 330-327-4896

419-260 6863

1

'

Call, leave message 419-332 7266
Full PT photographer needed HHI
South Carolina location. Will train
the right person, heavy pholoshop

1

'

»in: llin - 9pm Mindly- Siturday
Dlliviry 1 lam-9pm Mondiy - Siturday

PASTA & SUBS

Call 419-575-2683
Please Call 419-352-5211.

1 or 2 bedrooms c

3/4 br Apts for 0607 school yr. 12
mo lease. Multiple students unrelated OVER 3 allowed Call 419-308-

Regularly pjjd

3525 10am- 10pm 619 High St
812 3rd Si Close 10 BGSU.
newly painted. 3 BR. 1 Bath,
privacy lenced in bk. yard.
$840. mo .dep. you pay util
Call Mary 419-474-7775

Holiday

n
' HOUSES P
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

*

Catering

- <

\419-353 22771

Mi

Now Leasing
for 2006

Call 419-352-9392
for current listing
These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!

m
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1-2-J Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
■ Pets welcome!

Al.l.STAIJIl'M SKATIM;
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
•ION FIUX|P0-U>1 003 15 530 745 1000
JARHfADim
12453307:151000
SAW Him
12 50 7 30
UTHLIRAIPG)
1 00 3 15 5:307:45 10:00
. RENT IPC-I3I
1 204 15 7-10 10:00
YOURS. MINE AND OURS (PCI
100310
520 7 309:40
JUST FRIEN0SiPt-11l 1 05 3 20535 7.5010:05
IK 1 HE MIX iPC I3i
3.009:45
WALK THE LINE IPO-Ill I 15 4 10 7 0510 00
HARRY POTTER AND THE OOBIET OF
FIRElPC-131 12 301:30 3 45 4 50 7 008:10
DERAILED IH,
1454 15700930
CHICKENLITaEliU 00300500700900

MOVE IN NOW- ONE MONTH
FREE 1 and 2 bedroom apts. available in serene park-like setting. Includes dishwasher, heat, water.
and trash
Bowling Green Village 352-6335.

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Retired teacher and professor will

Rooms For Rent. 2 Blocks From
Campus In A Large House. Call For
More Information 419-575-4530

Subleaser needed
329 N Enterprise $: 00/mo * util.
Call Sara 419-94-9346

Subleaser needed Jan.- Aug. 10,
06 $285/mo. • utilities. Lg. bdrm
Close to campus
Call (419)308-4204 lor details

Subleaser(s) wanted DBCJ JanMay 13, House REALLY close to
campus, $312/ mo. OBO * util.
W/D.
Contact Ashley 330-321 -1405

Subleaser needed! A room in a
house close to campus for $255 a
month. For into email Liz @
ejknapp@bgnet.bgsu edu

The Windmill. 722 Clough St. 2 person lease. $480/ mo. util. mclud.
Call John 419-733-6279.

share house. 5 bdrm, 2 wood burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255/
mo. includes all utilities. Call after 7
and leave message (419)352-5523.

RENT FOR MONTH OF JANUARY
FREE! Own room in a house Only
$255 a month. A block Irom campus. Sublease from Jan. to May
Call (248) 408-8742 lor more info or
email at ejknapp@bgnet bgsu.edu

Subleaser needed Dec Jan- Aug
06. The Enclave $326/ mo, furnished, DW, W/D, free internet Payonly
electric. gas.& cable 3 fmrmmates.
Contact Kay 419-575-5564

i ANNOUNCING Pm Mt/s
6N5S & UTTIES
■

Subleaser warned. Large 3-bdrm
house. Close to campus & downtown 225 E Merry Parking. W/D,
large room avail $300 rent + util.
Contact Dave 216-408-1375

Very private room for one subleaser Dec-May 2006. Avail, as
soon as Dec. 20th. 110 N. Enterprise. GREAT LOCATION, CLOSE
TO CAMPUS & DOWNTOWN.
$250' mo. Call 440-263-7237

■▼▼■
Melissa Arbaugh
Jessica Berhent
Kim Brunn
Amanda Copenhaver
Jenny Dengler
Julie Himmel
Nicky Jones
Lauren Loomis
Jessie Lucko
Danielle Maune
Katie McCulley
Heather Pase
Sarah Porter
Michelle Schatz
Kristi Sulewski
Brittany Tonnis

Diana Burbante
Lindsay Sanderson
Kari Burmeister
Esther Krueger
Sarah Hamen
Ryle White
Claire Mauser
Megan Dewolf
Lindsey Cyples
Emily Granata
Stephanie Valentine
Caitlin Spontelli
Gretchen Schmuck
Tricia Burger
Monica Kristek
Heather Kovacs

•O CONGRATt/lATfONS GfRiSf O* J

www.meccabg.com
LOG ON TODAY
View our 2006/07 availability
View pictures, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.

NOW RENTING
Stop by our office for listings
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419-353-5800
info@meccabg.com • www.meccabg.com

